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Visual Abstract

i

Abstract
A thorough background on MRI physics is presented, emphasizing applications related to
receive array coils for SENSE based parallel imaging, to measure induced voltages from RF
fields within a sample. The main objective was to construct a 16-channel anterior cardiac array
for 3T MRI capable of ⅓ mm pixel resolution across the right coronary artery, while achieving
favourable parallel imaging characteristics. Based on FDTD simulations, improved performance
relative to previous 16-channel designs was predicted by focusing small elements directly above
the ROI, improving SNR behaviour, and using larger peripheral loops for maintaining overall
parallel imaging characteristics, verifying the primary project hypothesis. Within the cardiac
region, average simulated SNR gains of 62% and 129% were found for acceleration factors R=1
and R=4 respectively, compared to an industry design. Experimental analysis verified that ⅓ mm
resolution is achievable within the right coronary artery, while also applying the benefits of
parallel imaging up to R=3. This is a crucial step towards improving cardiac diagnostics. In
addition, acceleration factors up to R=5 are achievable on a human torso, offering significant
imaging time reductions. For an anterior section of the cardiac region, simulated results predicted
an average SNR gain of 221%, where 460% gain was found experimentally.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Brief MRI History
Since Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) was discovered in 1946 by Bloch [5]
and Purcell [6][9][50], applications of NMR have evolved into well-established imaging
techniques used in hospitals worldwide. The most well known application of NMR is
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). The primary drawbacks of MRI include large
hardware costs and long imaging times, particularly for 3D scans. A potential solution to
reduce imaging time by applying parallel imaging techniques is assessed within this
thesis.
MRI has become essential in recent years for diagnosis and medical assessment of
living tissues. The use of MRI for immediately acquiring planar and 3D information from
a living patient, with minimal demonstrated health risks, has become standard procedure
in hospitals worldwide. MRI does not expose the patient to ionizing radiation, as does
Computed Tomography (CT) or x-ray technology, making it a safer technique. Also,
imaging sensitivity is based on a number of tissue parameters, making MRI extremely
versatile in extracting tissue information and creating soft tissue contrast.
Upon diagnosing cancerous tissue, one potential procedure at hospitals includes
acquiring a 3D MRI of the patient, segmenting the infected region, and applying noninvasive radiation treatment from a computer controlled Gamma Knife. This amazing
process is accomplished within a few days and leaves the patient in a healthier state from
a recovery perspective compared with more risky, invasive surgical methods.
MRI is a powerful and noninvasive technique that uses a strong magnetic field to
establish NMR in a tissue under examination. The externally-received Radio Frequency
(RF) signals are generated through quantum mechanical processes of individual magnetic
moments, but can be analyzed macroscopically as a bulk magnetic phenomenon. In 1972,
Lauterbur first developed the principles of spatial information encoding essential for
image formation utilizing NMR [38]. In modern MRI, both spatial Frequency Encoding
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(FE) and Phase Encoding (PE) techniques are employed using gradient fields. The use of
gradient fields ensures that the signal frequency is linearly dependent on position in any
desired dimension, allowing for image reconstruction (explained later). A typical 2D
imaging sequence involves using FE and PE to cover orthogonal directions of k-space, or
frequency space, where the number of sampling points is directly related to the output 2D
image size.

Figure 1.1 - Cross sectional head image obtained using a spin-echo excitation sequence with (a)
spin density-weighted contrast (TE=17ms, TR=2000ms); (b) T1-weighted contrast (TE=18ms,
TR=400ms); (c) T2-weighted contrast (TE=80ms, TR=2500ms) (source: [40], ©2000 IEEE).

Output image pixel values, are a function of the nuclear spin density ρ, the
longitudinal (spin-lattice) relaxation time T1, the transverse (spin-spin) relaxation time T2,
molecular motions, and the chemical shift effect. These parameters can be suppressed or
enhanced by altering the system selectable parameters such as repetition time TR, echo
time TE, and flip angle α (the essential parameters for the understanding of this thesis will
be explained later). Figure 1.1 shows how changing system parameters can enhance
tissue contrast, by depicting images of a single human brain slice with different imaging
parameters.
The opportunity to design large arrays of surface coils has become viable in
recent years with cost feasible clinical system designs allowing for up to 32 channels of
independent signal reception [19][21][53][80]. The previous single-channel system,
which was almost exclusively used prior to the 1990s, permitted only birdcage based coil
architectures for large volume coverage, and parallel imaging was not possible.
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The objective of this thesis is to further enhance the clinical use of MRI by
improving image quality and reducing image acquisition time specific to cardiac imaging.
This is accomplished by applying parallel imaging techniques when using a large array of
receiver coils. As cost and data throughput constraints on the number of system channels
subside, the MRI community is placing significant emphasis on parallel imaging
applications and large array receiver coils.

1.2 Current Cardiac Imaging Limitations
A major thrust in current cardiac imaging research involves efforts to minimize
natural motion artifacts due to breathing. For image acquisitions during multiple breaths,
synchronization between both the respiratory cycle and cardiac cycle is required to
minimize motion artifacts because the heart moves during contraction and the diaphragm
moves the heart. Acquiring an image during a single breath-hold minimizes motion
blurring, but places restrictions on the total number of PE lines that can be acquired,
limiting image resolution. The advantage, of course, being that synchronization with only
the cardiac cycle is required for single breath-hold imaging.
In single breath-hold acquisitions, resolution can easily be increased in the FE
direction by increasing the sampling speed. However, the number of PE direction lines is
limited by the time a patient can hold their breath, thereby limiting image resolution.
Improving resolution in the PE direction, while maintaining a constant total acquisition
time requires the use of parallel imaging. This involves applying mathematical
reconstruction techniques, taking information from each array element to reconstruct a
full FOV image when fewer than the required PE steps are taken. Evaluation of how well
these procedures can reconstruct the full FOV image depends greatly on the geometry of
the individual coil elements, which governs their respective sensitivities to different areas
of the sample.
Using a 3T designed six-channel Original Equipment Manufactured (OEM)
cardiac array coil, it has been shown that 1 mm resolution is achievable, but would be
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inadequate for identifying sub-millimetre plaque buildup on the walls of a 3 mm coronary
artery, as shown in Figure 1.2. Identification of this plaque provides a crucial step
towards improving the in-vivo cardiac disease diagnostic capabilities of MRI. Improving
this resolution would also enhance the capabilities of flow imaging to identify irregular or
turbulent blood flow.

Figure 1.2 - In-vivo cardiac image highlighting the left coronary artery, based on 1.3 mm
resolution before applying an image smoothing algorithm by the imaging system (taken with a
commercial 3T Siemens Trio Tim system).

Achieving ⅓ mm resolution across the 3 mm right coronary artery would be very
useful for identifying plaque buildup on the artery walls. For an example MRI slice taken
with 1.3 mm resolution where the left coronary artery is labeled, refer to Figure 1.2.
Improved resolution than what was achieved for this image is necessary to identify
details regarding the integrity of the arterial walls.
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1.3 Previous Work Involving Cardiac Array Coils
In the past two years multiple receive coil designs utilizing a 32-channel system
have been constructed and tested for torso and cardiac imaging by several research
groups. Previous approaches have involved separate, clamshell style arrays placed
anterior and posterior to the human torso, with all elements exhibiting the same
geometrical shape and size. To date, all published work on cardiac array coils using 32channels has been conducted on 1.5T MRI systems; this thesis is the first known
investigation at 3T, which will provide improved SNR over 1.5T systems.
A previous design [79][80], which is simulated in this thesis, uses two identical
formers containing a four by four grid of rectangular elements sized 7.9 cm by 10.5 cm.
Based on quasistatic computational evaluations, this design uses evenly distributed
rectangular elements overlapped in the Head-Foot (H-F) direction, but underlapped in the
Left-Right (L-R) direction. The anterior 16-channel cardiac array design was used for
comparison purposes in a modeling environment for this thesis.

Figure 1.3 – Industry design of a 16-channel anterior cardiac array.

The decision to compare to this previous design was based on establishing
comparisons to another 16-channel anterior cardiac array published by another research
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group [79]. The electrical traces of this array are depicted in Figure 1.3, shown placed
over a human torso numerical model, which was developed for this thesis.
A different design that has been reported involves identical 17-channel anterior
and posterior arrays (34 channels in total) arranged in a hexagonal lattice [13], meaning
that each row is staggered relative to its neighbouring rows. Five successive H-F directed
rows were used, containing three, four, three, four and three separate coil elements,
respectively. Each coil element has an octagonal shape with a diameter of 10.6 cm, where
element overlap is applied to all nearest neighbours. Because this design was intended for
a 32-channel MRI system, two of the elements cannot be used for data acquisition during
imaging sequences.
A third 32-channel array design reported for cardiac imaging consists of 11
circular elements for the posterior array and 21 circular loops for the anterior array,
where element overlap is applied to all nearest neighbours [19]. Quasistatic simulations
determined that placing more elements on the anterior coil serves as beneficial to cardiac
array performance. This is intuitive because the cardiac region is closer to the chest wall
than the posterior human torso wall. The anterior element diameters were designed to be
7.5 cm, where a diameter of 10.7 cm was used for the posterior elements. Configuration
for the anterior array involved left staggered H-F directed rows of five, five, five and six
elements, respectively, to account for curvature underneath the left shoulder, while
designing for a region on the left of center of the human torso. The posterior array used
three rows of four, three and four elements, respectively, staggered in a regular pattern.

1.4 Research Contributions
1.4.1

Hypothesis
The common feature of the three mentioned designs is that they all contain

uniformly spaced coils. This does not allow the enhancement of the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) in specific Regions Of Interest (ROIs) within the imaging volume, such as
the heart. The main hypothesis of this research is that concentrating smaller elements
6
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directly above the ROI will result in a significantly higher SNR and a significantly lower

g-factor (explained later as part of parallel imaging) than standard anterior designs
containing the same number of equal sized elements, evenly distributed over the chest,
such as those just described. For coverage over a similar total area, this requires using
larger elements for regions not over the ROI to maintain a constant total number of
elements.
1.4.2

Design Goals
The design goals of this research are to investigate the hypothesis that highly

concentrated array elements directly above the ROI can yield a better SNR as well as
improved parallel imaging performance within that volume. Larger elements can be used
outside the region to maintain full torso coverage for parallel imaging performance. Thus,
the main goal is to achieve both a localized SNR improvement and an improvement in
parallel imaging performance.
A secondary design difference between previous cardiac arrays and that presented
here involves increasing the main system magnet field strength from 1.5T to 3T.
Researchers have shown that increasing main magnet strength will increase attainable
image SNR by as much as two [66], as well as improve parallel imaging behaviour [75].
For this reason, all systems analyzed in this thesis assumed a 3T MRI system. Note that
detrimental side effects associated with increased magnetic fields exist and must be
accounted for by the designer. Some of these include increased power deposition within
the patient, more complicated RF circuitry and wave behaviour in element profiles. The
wave behaviour in the sample must be taken into account for successful design.
For fair comparison, the 16-channel anterior cardiac array designs evaluated in
this thesis are assessed relative to the previous 16-channel anterior cardiac array design
depicted in Figure 1.3 [79] by utilizing a standardized spine array. A nine-channel OEM
spine coil was available for testing purposes and was held standard across all
comparisons unless otherwise stated. Although comparisons to previous designs are
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useful, and were analyzed in this thesis, the designs developed herein are also compared
against absolute performance specifications (to be listed later).
The methodology includes determining conductor placement for the 16-channel
anterior cardiac array by using computational analysis software tools. Evaluation of
different coil configurations requires SNR and parallel imaging analysis within the
cardiac region. The traces must then be placed on a prototype former and each element
must be inductively decoupled and tuned. A complete prototype was built and interfaced
to a clinical 3T Siemens Trio Tim system via connector cables for experimental
verification. All interfacing and receiver coil circuitry was designed as part of this thesis
with the exception of the pre-amps, which were designed and fabricated in-house at the
National Research Council (NRC) Institute for Biodiagnostics (IBD).
1.4.3

Thesis Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to design a 16-channel anterior receive array coil for

parallel imaging of the human cardiac region. Using a full-wave calculation model, the
array coil design must be assessed based on both SNR performance within the cardiac
region and parallel imaging abilities utilizing SENSitivity Encoding (SENSE) over a
range of reduction factors R (to be explained in Section 2.4.4).
For experimental comparisons to a readily available cardiac coil, measurements
must be taken with the coil provided with the Siemens system purchased by the NRCIBD in March of 2006, being a six-channel anterior cardiac array. For computational
comparisons, the geometry of previous 16-channel anterior cardiac designs for parallel
imaging at 1.5T [19][21][80] must be adapted to 3T environments. Currently, no reported
design is known of for a 16-channel anterior cardiac array at 3T. The Siemens system
also has 24 spine elements, of which nine are to be used in conjunction with all anterior
designs for posterior SNR benefits. The cardiac coil will rest on the subject and the
existing spine coil will be used for posterior torso sensitivity. The Siemens system has a
maximum of 32 available channels, where 25 are required for this research.
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During coil design, system connectivity must be considered. Available Siemens
connector plugs come in arrays of four, six, or eight. For clinical ease of use, the design
must be well suited for these plug options. The design must be interfaced to Siemens
based system connectors, using a total of 16 channels for the anterior array.
The primary objective of this research is to design a coil array capable of
acquiring an image with ⅓ mm resolution across the right coronary artery, having
equivalent SNR to the six-channel OEM array when acquired with 1 mm resolution,
when implemented on a 32-channel 3T Siemens Trio Tim system. Based on SNR
analysis (see Section 2.4), this indicates that a three-fold improvement in SNR is required
to achieve ⅓ mm resolution. Satisfying this specification will be determined through
analysis of coronal slices at the depth of the anterior portion of the right coronary artery,
being 3 cm-4.5 cm below the chest wall. The sample applied will be a uniform gel
phantom of similar dimensions to a human torso. The gel material is used to model the
effects of compartmentalization found in the human body, where aqueous based saline
samples are not well suited. The desired effect is to dampen the wave behaviour within
the sample, relative to that found when using an aqueous phantom.
Table 1.1 – List of thesis project specifications and deliverables.

Number

Specification or Deliverable

1

achieve ⅓ mm resolution with equivalent SNR to OEM chest array across
3mm anterior portion of right coronary artery (3 cm - 4.5 cm deep)

2

assess parallel imaging performance throughout cardiac region

3

a)

g-factor max < 2, avg < 1.25 for all axial slices using R = 4

b)

g-factor max < 1.5, avg < 1.15 for all axial slices using R = 3
user friendly GUI based program for array design and parallel imaging
analysis of XFDTD and experimental output files

A second objective of this thesis relates to parallel imaging performance. The
design must demonstrate maximum and average g-factor (explained in Section 2.4.4)
values less than 2 and 1.25 respectively for all axial planes over the cardiac region with
using a reduction R = 4 (L-R PE). For now, the g-factor is considered as a ratio measure
for the additional image noise resulting from parallel imaging with an associated
9
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reduction, or acceleration factor. The maximum and average g-factor values must not
exceed 1.5 and 1.15 respectively for reduction R = 3, using the same imaging parameters.
Comparisons relative to previous 16-channel anterior cardiac array coils cannot be
established from an experimental perspective, as such, these comparisons cannot be
verified, but should be inspected from a computational environment.
Design analysis should be conducted using a full wave Finite-Difference-TimeDomain (FDTD) simulation package called XFDTD6.3 by REMCOM Inc., but requires
significant post processing calculations for proper MRI investigation. XFDTD was
chosen because it is the most common FDTD package used by MRI researchers. As part
of this thesis, a post-processing software package was developed for parallel imaging
MRI performance analysis. This software aids RF coil design by analyzing coil behaviour
through consideration of polarized magnetic fields. This enables high field coil analysis
for both transmit and receive coils, while accounting for parallel imaging techniques such
as SENSE for composite image reconstruction and g-factor map calculations. The
program must be user friendly with an adaptable Graphical User Interface (GUI). It must
allow for analysis of 64-channel coil arrays, including modifying the flip angle, signal
reception by applying reciprocity theory, and composite image reconstruction by multiple
approaches such as Sum-of-Squares (SoS) and Roemer optimal (explained in Section 0).
A tabulated list of specifications and deliverables is provided above in Table 1.1.

1.5 Thesis Organization
A concise foundation for the physics of NMR and MRI technology is presented in
Chapter 2, incorporating both classical theory and quantum theory for explanations of
bulk nuclear magnetization, sample excitation and signal reception. Upon establishing the
governing relationship for SNR, by exploring the electric and magnetic fields within a
sample, the use of phased array coils is analyzed for parallel (simultaneous) data
acquisition. Circuit analysis is used to determine impedance matching equations for
maximizing received signals, where different composite image formation techniques are
described to establish single image SNR from array coils. Different imaging sequences
10
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are explored, including Spin Echo (SE) and Gradient Echo (GE), as well as their effects
on resultant images, being of particular concern with arrays of surface coils. Parallel
imaging techniques are described, focusing on applications of SENSE, which was used
throughout this thesis by comparing g-factor maps for design evaluation. A connection
between the presented MRI theory and RF array coil design through computations is
established, with emphasis on the FDTD approach for electromagnetic field modeling.
The primary equations utilized for computational array coil design aimed for use in
parallel imaging are outlined.
Chapter 3 involves verification of the XFDTD electromagnetic modeling
environment used for MRI coil design. Next, the Matlab based program that was written
for this thesis is described, including capabilities related to image representation and
reconstruction from a parallel imaging perspective. It is useful for MRI based design
evaluation of post-processing of output fields from XFDTD. Next the six-channel OEM
chest array is analyzed, as required to establish SNR improvements necessary to improve
image resolution. Various designs are analyzed for the 16-channel anterior cardiac array
described herein, and are compared both to the six-channel OEM array and the 16channel anterior cardiac array of Figure 1.3. Chapter 3 then explores electrical
considerations relating to the coil materials, testing signal losses from different potential
conductors and outlining the required electrical components for each array element.
Prototype construction and experimental verification is covered within Chapter 4.
The iterative design process for inductively decoupling elements and connecting
appropriate matching circuitry is described. Experimental images obtained using the 16channel anterior cardiac array with a nine-channel OEM spine coil are presented. The
resultant images are compared to those obtained with a six-channel OEM cardiac array
with the same spine coil connected. Experimental analysis is performed to establish
agreement between simulations and project specifications. This is accomplished by
comparing of SNR profiles and g-factor maps from the sets of data.
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CHAPTER 2

MRI Background

2.1 NMR Basics
2.1.1

Nuclear Spin Systems
The principles of NMR are best described by a combination of quantum

mechanical and classical models. From quantum mechanics, atomic nuclei possess a
property called spin, which is analogous to angular momentum for a classical model.
Considering a proton as a rotating sphere with distributed positive charge with a semiclassical model (does not perfectly conform with the true quantum model), the distributed
charge circulating about the axis of rotation is analogous to a current, producing a small
magnetic field, called its magnetic moment µ . The magnetic moment is related to the
angular momentum by the nucleus-specific proportionality constant γ, called its
gyromagnetic ratio. The transverse component of the potential spin states, µxy, and the
longitudinal component, µz, can also be calculated as

µ xy =

γh 3
,
4π

µz =

γh
4π

(2.1)

where h is Planck’s constant, 6.626×10-34 [J·s].
In the presence of an external magnetic field, B0 , there are two possible spin states
for protons. Application of an external magnetic field to hydrogen atoms is shown in
Figure 2.1. In the presence of the magnetic field B0 , the randomly oriented nuclear spins
begin to precess, with the axis of precession aligned with or opposite to the applied
magnetic field. In addition, the angle θ represents the angle between the magnetic
moment and the applied magnetic field, whose strength determines the energy difference
between the two states, named parallel and anti-parallel.
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Figure 2.1 - Nuclear magnetic moment vectors (a) pointing in random directions and (b) aligned
in the direction of an external magnetic field (source: [40], ©2000 IEEE).

Parallel magnetic moments result in a lower energy configuration, called the
parallel state, and anti-parallel states give a higher and less stable energy state, called the
anti-parallel state. Zeeman splitting governs the difference in energy between the parallel
and anti-parallel states, with the associated energy difference given as
∆E =

γhB0
2π

(2.2)

Using the standard NMR convention of B0 = B0 zˆ , the nuclear precession about the

z-axis, or B0 , can be calculated from a classical treatment [40] as

⎧⎪ µ xy ( t ) = µ xy (0) e − iγ B0 t
⎨
⎪⎩ µ z ( t ) = µ z (0)

(2.3)

This equation demonstrates that the nuclear precession frequency is related to the main
magnetic field of an MRI system by the gyromagnetic ratio. When referring to NMR
systems, this precession frequency is commonly known as the Larmor Frequency:

ω 0 = γ | B0 |

(2.4)

For nuclei containing several protons, things get much more complicated
compared to a proton in free space. The Pauli Exclusion Principle states that, in a
nucleus, no two fermions (protons as applied here) will have the same quantum state. The
result is that all nuclei with an odd number of neutrons and protons have half-integral
spin, and their net angular momentum is nonzero. These half-integral spin nuclei, which
13
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are useful for NMR purposes, include 1H, 13C, 19F, 23N and 31P. The 1H atom is abundant
in biological tissue and therefore commonly used in NMR imaging. This thesis focuses
on 1H proton imaging, where

γ
= 42.58 [MHz/T]. From the quantum model, the z2π

component of the magnetic moment vector for the 1H atom is given as

µz = ±
2.1.2

1
h
γ
2 2π

(2.5)

Bulk Nuclear Precession

Before applying an external magnetic field, all nuclei are oriented in random
directions, resulting in a zero net magnetic moment, shown in Figure 2.1a. After applying
the external B0 field, and using Nα to denote the probability that a proton is in the parallel
state, and Nβ as the probability of it being in the anti-parallel state ( N α + N β = 1 ),
Boltzmann’s law is used to fit the population ratios, which states that
⎛ ∆E ⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

⎜⎜
Nα
k T
= e⎝ B
Nβ

(2.6)

where kB = 1.3806 × 10-23 [J/K] is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature,
and ∆E is the energy difference between the two states. Using equation (2.2) and a first
order exponential approximation, equation (2.6) simplifies to
Nα
γh | B 0 |
≈1+
Nβ
2π k B T

(2.7)

This indicates that more spins will be found in the lower energy state, generating
a macroscopic bulk magnetization for the tissue. The bulk magnetization is thought of as
the vector sum of all the microscopic magnetic moments in the object. The net magnetic
moment per unit volume, or bulk magnetization M , is given by the energy difference
between states Nα and N β , multiplied by the number of protons per unit volume n, and
magnetic moment µz from equation (2.5). The resulting bulk magnetization is given by
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M =

γ h | B0 |
1
γh
zˆ ≈
n µ z zˆ
(Nα − N β )
2
2π
8π k B T

(2.8)

Notice that a stronger B0 field produces a larger net magnetization, which is desirable
because it increases the resulting RF signal voltage as will be shown in Section 2.4.1.
This demonstrates a benefit of increasing the B0 field for MRI systems.
2.1.3

Magnetic Field Excitation and Frequency Selectivity

A net bulk magnetization M results with an applied static B0 field, but cannot be
measured with an RF receiver until the magnetization is perturbed from the z-axis to
generate a flux change that can be measured by the receiver. By applying an RF field in
the transverse xy-plane (called the excitation field B1 ), being orthogonal to the B0 field,

M is temporarily perturbed to the transverse plane under the requirement that the
transmitted energy is equal to the energy difference between the possible spin states, as
given in equation (2.2). Using this quantum model, Planke’s Law, and equation (2.4), the

B1 field oscillation frequency ωrf can be calculated as equal to the Larmor Frequency:
hω rf
2π

= ∆E =

γhB0
∴ ω rf = ω 0
2π

(2.9)

In other words, to satisfy the resonance excitation condition, the applied RF field
must be at the system Larmor Frequency determined by the main magnetic B0 field. A
typical B1 excitation field is given as linearly polarized
B 1 (t ) = 2 B1e (t ) cos(ω rf t + ϕ ) xˆ

(2.10)

but can be mathematically broken down into two circularly polarized fields rotating in
opposite directions, shown as
B1 (t ) = B1e (t )[cos(ω rf t + ϕ ) xˆ − sin(ω rf t + ϕ ) yˆ ] + B1e (t )[cos(ω rf t + ϕ ) xˆ + sin(ω rf t + ϕ ) yˆ ]
(2.11)

or

B1 (t ) = B1+ (t ) + B1− (t )
15
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for pulse envelope B1e (t ) , carrier frequency ωrf and phase angle ϕ. The B1+ (t ) field
represents the circularly polarized field rotating in the same direction as the nuclear
magnetization, and B1− (t ) represents the circularly polarized field rotating in the opposite
direction. The B1+ (t ) field is used for sample excitation, and therefore is called the
transmit field, where the B1− (t ) field represents the receive coil sensitivity, and both will
be considered more fully in Section 2.4.1.
2.1.4

Bloch Equation

The time dependent behaviour of magnetization M with applied magnetic field

B1 (t ) is given by the Bloch Equation, having the form used in NMR as [40]
M x xˆ + M y yˆ ( M z − M z0 ) zˆ
dM
= γM × B −
−
dt
T2
T1

(2.12)

where M z0 is the thermal equilibrium value for M in the presence of B0 only. T1
describes the longitudinal relaxation time constant (z-axis), and T2 governs the transverse
relaxation process (xy-plane). Considering the behaviour of M during excitation,
meaning the time when the RF pulse is applied, the two relaxation terms can be ignored,
as they are negligible if the RF pulse duration is short compared to T1 and T2. The
following assumptions are commonly made in mathematical treatments in MRI, as such
are applied for the remainder of this thesis:
1) No T1 or T2 relaxation during magnetization excitation.
2) Linear excitation of flip angle α, meaning the flip angles can be accurately
calculated using the Fourier transform.
3) Off-resonance excitations are ignored, making flip angle α constant.
4) Chemical shift effect is ignored; being the change of resonant frequency caused
by interactions with nearby nuclei, which is common within molecules
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A simpler form for the Bloch equation is derived by changing to a frame of
reference rotating at our frequency of interest (meaning ω = ω0 ). Using the subscript rot
to represent rotating frame of reference variables, the Bloch Equation then becomes
∂M rot
= γM rot × Beff
∂t
where
Beff = Brot +

(2.13)

γB zˆ
ω
= Brot − 0 = 0
γ
γ

Notice that the effective magnetic field Beff , being the field that the bulk
magnetization vector experiences in the rotating frame, vanishes when Brot = B0 zˆ , which

effectively makes ω = −γB0 zˆ . This also means that the longitudinal field vanishes and
M rot is stationary in the rotating frame. Using prime to denote the rotating frame axes,

the excitation RF pulse in the rotating frame B1+,rot = B1e (t ) xˆ ' is equivalent to the on
resonance excitation Beff = B1e (t ) xˆ ' . Substitution of this relation into equation (2.13)
results in the equation for the motion of bulk magnetization vector M :
⎧ dM x '
⎪ dt = 0
⎪
⎪ dM y '
= γB1e (t ) M z '
⎨
⎪ dt
⎪ dM z '
e
⎪ dt = −γB1 (t ) M y '
⎩

Using initial conditions Mx’(0) = My’(0) = 0 and Mz’(0) = M z0 , a closed form
solution to equation (2.14) is calculated for pulse length τp to be [40]
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⎧
⎪
⎪ M x ' (t ) = 0
⎪
⎛t
⎞
⎪
0
⎜ ∫ γ B1e ( tˆ ) d tˆ ⎟
=
M
t
M
(
)
sin
⎨ y'
z
⎜
⎟
⎝0
⎠
⎪
⎪
t
⎪ M ( t ) = M 0 cos ⎛⎜ γ B e ( tˆ ) d tˆ ⎞⎟
z
⎜∫ 1
⎟
⎪ z'
⎝0
⎠
⎩

0 ≤ t ≤τ p

(2.15)

A visual aid for the motion of M is shown below in Figure 2.2, both considering
the stationary laboratory frame and the rotating frame of reference, when an RF field is
applied. It is assumed that M is originally created by static magnetic field B0 .

Figure 2.2 - Result of magnetization change when applying RF B1 field in (a) the laboratory
frame of reference and (b) the rotating frame of reference.

2.1.5

Fourier Approximation

The Bloch equation is required to solve exactly how a general RF pulse B1e

− iω rf t

affects the various spin magnetizations. However, a general solution has not been
developed for a general envelope function B1e (t ) . Fourier analysis enables a solution with
little deviation from solving the Bloch equation provided that the tip angle is below 10°
for all spins within the sample. For this, the frequency spectrum of our pulse envelope
function is required, as given by the Fourier transform:
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F {B }(ω ) =
e
1

B1+ (t ) =

1
2π

∞

∫ B (t )e
e
1

iω t

dt =F .T .{B1e (t )}

−∞
∞

∫ F{B }(ω )e
e
1

− i (ω +ωrf ) t

dω

(2.16)
(2.17)

−∞

Using the Fourier transform, the transmit field is given as a clockwise rotating
continuum of vectors as in equation (2.17). By separating the bulk magnetization vectors
in terms of groups of nuclei with different spin frequencies, the resulting excitation effect
is calculated under the assumption that the spin system behaves like a linear system. This
means that the excitation effect of B1+ (t ) on M is equal to the sum of the excitation
effects of individual components [40]. It should be noted that the system is not linear
during excitation, which is why the Fourier analysis approach looses accuracy for flip
angles above 10°.
By using B1e as the excitation field acting on a magnetization precessing at a given
frequency, M (ω + ω rf ) , the flip angle α (ω ) for each group with the same spin
frequencies is calculated as

α (ω ) =

| F{B1e }(ω ) |
α (0)
| F{B1e }(0) |

(2.18)

where
τp

α (0) = γ ∫ B1e (τ )dτ
0

2.1.6

Selective RF Pulse Excitation Using Gradients

To determine the origin of the signal in a 2D slice, first, only nuclei in a desired
slice are excited, which requires the use of gradient fields Gx, Gy and Gz . These gradients
are used make the z-directed magnetic field Bz a function of their respective dimensions,
as described by
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Gx =

∂B z
,
∂y

∂B z
∂z

(2.19)

G ( x, y, z ) = (G x x + G y y + G z z ) zˆ

(2.20)

B z ( x , y , z ) = B0 + G ( x , y , z )

(2.21)

∂Bz
,
∂x

Gy =

Gz =

resulting in
and

All gradients must vary linearly to impose a linearly dependant value for the
frequency of precession ω0 on spatial position. Because of its square frequency profile,
the sinc pulse is typically used as the excitation pulse, which will correspond to a square
slice profile. Only nuclei whose Larmor Frequency lie within the bandwidth of the
excitation pulse are tipped into the transverse plane, where their tipping angle α (ω ) is
determined by the strength of the transmit field B1+ at that frequency. The slice width
depends on both the bandwidth of the sinc pulse and the magnitude of the applied
gradient field, as shown in Figure 2.3. The RF pulse bandwidth ∆f is related to the slice
thickness ∆z by
∆f =

γG z ∆z
2π

(2.22)

Figure 2.3 – (a) Pulse mapping of two different slice widths, determined by pulse bandwidth (ω2ω1) and two different gradient field strengths |G|, depicted with gradient field Gz, giving
corresponding slice widths ( z4 − z3 ) and ( z2 − z1 ). (b) Excitation effect on magnetic moments.

Since any physical realization of a sinc pulse is inherently a truncated
approximation and spin systems behave nonlinearly during excitation, the slice selection
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profile will not be perfectly square. By using the Bloch Equation, being a better model of
the quantum mechanical processes than the Fourier approximation, any desired slice
selection profile is possible, at the expense of increased mathematical complexity
required to numerically solve for the pulse envelope B1e (t ) . However, any field
inhomogeneities in B0 or B1+ not accounted for during pulse design will change the slice
profile, making the required effort even less appealing.
2.1.7

Free Induction Decay

Free Induction Decay (FID) is the term given to the signal induced in a coil due to
“free” precession of the magnetization vector M about the B0 field. Faraday’s law of
electromagnetic “induction” governs the induced signal voltage; and signal amplitude
decreasing with time is described by “decay”. Faraday’s law of induction, also one of
Maxwell’s equations, is given as

∫

C

E ⋅ dl = ∫ B ⋅ dA

or

S

∇× E = −

∂B
∂t

(2.23)

The FID is induced in a receiving RF coil, which must be sensitive to the
corresponding signal frequency ω0 . To maximize the induced voltage, the coil should be
oriented in the xy-plane, being orthogonal to the z-directed magnetic field B0 . The
maximum amplitude of an FID signal is always at time t = 0, and has value M z0 sin α for
flip angle α . There are three different inherent transverse decay rates to be considered
when measuring an NMR signal, which are different for different tissues and materials.
For an FID, the slowest transverse decay rate of T2 describes exponential
relaxation of the transverse magnetization of all spectral components, simultaneously
returning to their steady state magnetization having M xy = 0 . The FID amplitude follows
the exponential T2 decay curve only if the B0 field is perfectly homogeneous and no
chemical shift is present. In other words, this requires that only one resonant frequency
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exists for all spins, which cannot be physically realized. For a spectral density of sample
spins ρ(ω) and transverse decay rate T2, an ideal FID signal is
∞

Vs (t ) = sin α ∫ ρ (ω )e −t / T2 (ω ) e −iωt dω

t≥0

(2.24)

−∞

The second FID decay rate considered, T2* , occurs when B0 field inhomogeneity
exists, causing a small spectrum of resonant frequencies through the sample slice.
Because each resonant frequency precesses at a different rate, phase coherence is lost
through time, causing the FID signal to decay faster. Assuming a Lorentzian distribution
for the resonant frequency spectrum, the spectral density function is given as

ρ (ω ) = M z0

(γ | ∆B0 |) 2
(γ | ∆B0 |) 2 + (ω − ω0 ) 2

(2.25)

for spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field B0 . The accelerated signal decay for this
situation, characterized by decay rate T2* , is given by [40]
*

Vs (t ) = π M z0γ∆ | B0 | sin α e − t / T2 e −iω0t

(2.26)

where
1
1
=
+ γ∆ | B0 |
*
T2 T2
Finally, the fastest decay rate, denoted by T2** , results when the B0 field is
inhomogeneous due to induced gradient fields, meaning equation (2.20) is non-zero. The
gradient fields create a wide spectrum of spin frequencies, causing the FID signal to
decay much faster than T2* , where the decay rate T2** applies. The value of this decay rate
changes when changing the gradient field magnitude.
An echo signal describes the process when a set of spins that have lost phase
coherence reverse relative spin directions to one another. Through time, the set of
magnetization vectors will realign, and then lose their coherence again. This process
creates a two-sided FID, called an echo signal. The process is shown graphically in
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Figure 2.5 for a sample type of echo formation (described shortly). Also, it is described
how the three transverse decay rates play a role in pulse sequences and imaging.
The longitudinal decay rate of T1 governs the relaxation process returning the
magnetized z-component to steady state value M z0 . This time constant is longer than any
of the transverse processes described above, varying depending on the material.

2.2 Imaging Methods
There are many different control parameters in NMR imaging, making it an
extremely powerful technique because they can be used to establish tissue contrast
between a multitude of tissues. By manipulating the gradient fields and the applied pulse
sequence, the slice width, orientation, and image Field Of View (FOV) can be altered. By
changing parameters such as repetition time TR, and echo time TE, image intensity is
changed to display tissue contrast based on proton density weighting ρ , T1 weighting, or
T2 weighting. By adjusting input RF power, the flip angle α can be controlled to produce
optimal contrast or signal intensity in a specific area within the ROI. Allowing for
moderate SNR values, short pulse sequences can be designed for increased patient
throughput. Also, the type of pulse sequence can be changed between SE or GE, to
enhance desired contrast effects, which can be extended to an echo train for multiple echo
signals and faster imaging.
2.2.1

Spin Echo and Gradient Echo Pulse Sequences

There are two fundamentally different types of pulse sequences to be considered.
Using these sequences, one can generate a number of two sided echo signals from an
initial FID, commonly called echo trains, by repeating the echo generating mechanism.
The two different sequence types are Spin Echo (SE) and Gradient Echo (GE).
An SE signal is generated by applying two input pulses through the transmit coil
with a delay time τ between the pulses. The notation to describe pulse sequences uses α
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to denote the flip angle of an applied RF pulse and τ to signify a wait time after the
pulse. A generalized two pulse SE sequence is given as

α1 − τ − α 2

(2.27)

If surface coils are used for transmission, the values of flip angles α1 and α 2
must be specified for a given location because of the flip angle dependence on spatial
position. Surface coils are further discussed in Section 2.3. During time delay τ , the
spins lose phase coherence before the α 2 refocusing pulse. Loss of coherence for SE
sequences occurs according to the exponential T2* decay curve, and is caused by B0 field
inhomogeneities giving a position dependent rotation frequency.

Figure 2.4 – An FID followed by a two sided echo signal comprising an SE sequence as used by
applying a 90° - τ - 180° pulse sequence (source: [40], ©2000 IEEE).

For steady state bulk magnetization M z0 and imaging echo time TE = 2τ , the echo
signal amplitude for an SE sequence is given by [40]
⎛α ⎞
AE = M z0 sin(α 1 ) sin 2 ⎜ 2 ⎟e −TE / T2
⎝ 2 ⎠

(2.28)

To acquire maximum echo signal amplitude, flip angles α1 and α 2 should be 90°
and 180° respectively, creating re-established phase coherence at time 2τ. The resulting
output signal will be symmetric about time point t = 2τ . Figure 2.4 shows the received
signal through time with application of an SE pulse sequence. Figure 2.5 shows the
corresponding spin magnetization vectors for a standard SE sequence. This visualization
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assists in understanding why the received signal decays, and then forms a two-sided FID
after the second pulse is applied. A similar image can be used to describe GE processes.

Figure 2.5 – Depiction of magnetization vectors for a standard SE sequence. The T2 decay
process occurs through time, meaning the magnetization magnitude in state d) is smaller than that
of state a). a) The first RF pulse is applied tipping the magnetization off equilibrium into the
transverse plane. b) Magnetizations of different rotational frequencies dephase according to decay
T2* because of an inhomogeneous B0 field, making the FID signal decay. c) The second RF pulse
flips the magnetizations about the transverse plane, magnetization rephasing begins (notice the
change in axis) d) Different magnetizations rephase to produce a two-sided FID, or echo signal.

Multiple echoes can be formed by applying more transmit pulses, as done in Fast
Spin Echo (FSE) imaging, where the goal is to acquire multiple echo signals before the
magnetization relaxes to reduce total required imaging time. Note that an echo forms
regardless of α1 and α 2 , demonstrating a situation where the classical treatment breaks
down and quantum theory must be used (consider α 2 = 10° for Figure 2.5). When
applying more than two pulses, each successive pulse can produce multiple echo signals.
GE signal formation requires time varying gradient magnetic fields to de-phase
and re-phase signal components in a controlled fashion, while only using a single
transmit pulse α . Gradient fields create a linear dependence between frequency and
position in any desired direction. The required pulse sequence and gradient field with
resulting output signal associated with a typical GE sequence is shown below, in Figure
2.6. To visualize spin magnetizations for a GE sequence, consider Figure 2.5, but apply
decay rate T2** instead of T2* , decay rate T2* instead of T2 , and change the sign of the
gradient field instead of applying a second RF pulse in Figure 2.5c.
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Figure 2.6 - GE pulse sequence from a single RF transmit pulse. The gradient field dephases, and
then rephases the magnetization components to generate an echo (source: [40], ©2000 IEEE).

After the initial RF pulse, a negative gradient field is applied in an orthogonal
direction to the selected slice, encoding phases into magnetizations through time, given in
the rotating frame for x-gradient Gx as
t

φ ( x, t ) = γ ∫ −Gx xdtˆ = −γ Gx xt 0 ≤ t ≤ τ

(2.29)

0

where φ ( x, t ) represents the phase of the magnetization vector at position x, for time t. In
equation (2.29), the phase changes linearly as a function of time, meaning loss of phase
coherence is linearly related to t. After the gradient is reversed, the output signal
increases as the transverse magnetization vectors regain phase coherence. Using time
period τ before inverting the gradient field, and assuming the same gradient magnitude,
the phase angle as a function of position and time, after reversal, is

φ ( x, t ) = −γG x xτ + γG x x(t − τ )

τ ≤ t ≤ 2τ

(2.30)

The process of reversing the gradient field to generate an echo signal can be
repeated numerous times to generate an echo train for fast imaging. The primary
advantage of an SE over a GE sequence is that field non-uniformities or inhomogeneities
are refocused in the SE, but not in the GE. This results in the GE sequence having a much
faster upper bound signal decay rate of T2* , compared to the T2 exponential signal decay
rate associated with an SE sequence. The maximum FID amplitude associated with a GE
sequence is given by [40]
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*

AE = M z0 sin(α )e − t / T2

(2.31)

It is also noted that for flip angle α , a GE signal will be proportional to sin(α),
where an SE signal has sin3(α) dependence. This property makes GE sequences more
desirable for B1-mapping when using a surface coil for transmitting RF pulses, and SE
sequences better for B1-mapping when using a volume coil (see Appendix A for a B1mapping description). This is because the field magnitude of surface coils exhibits a
nonlinear relationship with distance, where volume coils have little change in B1+ field
magnitude with distance. Another property of GE sequences that can be advantageous is
that less power is transmitted into the body because only one transmit pulse is required.
In other words, a lower Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is associated with GE sequences
as compared with SE sequences. The SAR describes the amount of energy a region of
tissue absorbs from the transmitted RF pulse. This absorbed energy dissipates in the form
of heat, which can be a problematic design constraint for high B0 systems. If the SAR is
too high, it is possible to permanently damage the sample tissue.
2.2.2

Frequency Encoding

The goal of Frequency Encoding (FE) in MRI is to establish a linear dependency
between the origin of a signal in sample space and oscillation frequency within the
sample space. During an FID or echo signal, the gradient coils are used to encode a
unique frequency for each originating physical position. Here, a homogeneous main
magnetic field is assumed. By ignoring a proportionality constant based on flip angle,
main magnetic field strength, and receiver sensitivity, the received signal from the entire
object in general is calculated as

⎡
⎤
Vs (t ) = ⎢ ∫ ρ (r )e − iγ G⋅rt dr ⎥ e − iω0t
⎢⎣ object
⎥⎦

(2.32)

for applied gradient field G , carrier frequency ω 0 , and nuclei spin density ρ (r ) , varying
as a function of position r. The carrier frequency can easily be removed by demodulation,
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simplifying the required system circuitry. Figure 2.7 shows demodulated signals from a
frequency-encoded system.

Figure 2.7 – Resulting signals from a 1D object in the presence of a frequency-encoding gradient
(source: [40], ©2000 IEEE).

Note that the three gradient fields simultaneously cannot establish 3D encoding:
only a plane of constant frequency can be established within a 3D object. By using the
three gradient fields, the plane of constant oscillation frequency can have any desired
orientation, allowing the user to acquire MRI slices of any orientation by applying a slice
selection pulse with a designed bandwidth, as described in Section 2.1.6. This allows
determination of one dimension for a 3D system.
After a given slice has been excited, a gradient field orthogonal to the slice
selection gradient field is used to establish frequency encoding across the slice. Note that
this also creates planes of constant frequency within the sample, but it is known that the
received signals originated only from the selected plane, where transverse magnetizations
are non-zero. This effectively determines the second dimension relating to where the
received signals originated from. Next, a process is required to yield information about
the third dimension, to fully determine where each signal originated from in 3D space.
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2.2.3

Phase Encoding

The process of Phase Encoding (PE) simply involves applying the FE gradients to
the sample, but over a very short time period, to establish a linear phase difference over
different positions. Due to the spatial dependant oscillating frequencies associated with
applying the gradient fields, when the gradient is turned off after time Tpe , each position
will have a different phase angle, which can be given as (assuming G = G x xzˆ )

φ ( x) = −γG x xT pe

(2.33)

The signal is phase encoded because of the linear relation between φ (x) and
position x. As with FE, PE can be applied to any arbitrary direction. The phase encoded
received signal can be calculated as

⎡
⎤
− iγG ⋅rT pe
Vs (t ) = ⎢ ∫ ρ (r )e
dr ⎥ e −iω0t
⎢⎣object
⎥⎦

(2.34)

Figure 2.8 – Resultant signals from a 1D object in the presence of a phase-encoding gradient
(source: [40], ©2000 IEEE).

A visual interpretation of the resulting signals for PE can be seen in Figure 2.8.
Note that signals with the same frequency and phase are indistinguishable; meaning the
total phase change over the object FOV cannot exceed 2π without aliasing. PE serves as
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the third method of relating signals to their originating position, which is required to
reconstruct an image for a selected slice within a 3D object. The mathematics behind this
reconstruction requires a mapping between the frequency domain and the image domain,
accomplished using the Fourier Transform.
2.2.4

k-Space Coverage

The role of a FE gradient G is to encode spatial information into the time
domain, or k-space, using the FE mapping relationship
⎧⎪γGt / 2π
k =⎨
⎪⎩γG (t − TE ) / 2π

FID
ECHO

(2.35)

for FID and echo signals respectively. To form an image, these time domain signals are
transformed to the frequency domain (equivalent to the spatial domain) using the Fourier
Transform. For a 2D axial imaging sequence, assuming the signal voltage was measured
at the source, being the spin magnetization vector, the signal voltage can be given as

Vs (t ) = ∫ ∫ C (r ) ρ (r )e

− i 2π ( k x ( t ) ⋅ x + k y ( t ) ⋅ y )

dxdy

(2.36)

x y

where

γ t
k x (t ) =
G x (τ )dτ
2π ∫0

γ t
and k y (t ) =
G y (τ )dτ
2π ∫0

where ρ (r ) is the spin density, and C (r ) gives a position dependent constant to account
for B1+ field inhomogeneities. Extracting ρ (r ) from Vs (t ) requires taking the inverse 2D
Fourier transform of the signal waveform. To make this possible, a vector of Vs (t ) signals
must be sampled, each one covering k-space differently, meaning a different set of
gradients must be applied. This is where PE comes into play. The associated NMR image
can be reconstructed through the inverse 2D Fourier transform of the k-space data.
Both PE and FE must be applied to adequately cover k-space. The PE step
determines the starting position for k-space traversal. From here, applying a FE gradient
traverses a straight line through k-space, assuming constant gradients are applied during
signal acquisition. Each repeated PE step corresponds to another row of output image
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pixels for the reconstructed image. In other words, the number of pixels in one dimension
of the output image will directly correspond to the number of PE steps taken while
acquiring the data (256 PE sequences gives 256 lines in the PE direction). The number of
pixels associated with the FE direction is dependant on the number of sample points in
the time domain and the total acquisition time.

Figure 2.9 - Cartesian based k-space sampling with (a) sample SE pulse sequence required (b) kspace traversal for single pulse repetition (c) total k-space coverage from repeated PE steps
(source: [40], ©2000 IEEE).

The most common 2D imaging sequences involve rectilinear, or Cartesian, kspace sampling as shown in Figure 2.9, or Radon transform imaging as in Figure 2.10.
By changing the gradient magnitude, shown as dashed lines, different k-space lines can
be filled allowing sufficient coverage for image reconstruction. Notice that the three
different gradients applied in the sequence of Figure 2.9 are in orthogonal directions.
Both pulse sequences shown fall under the general category of SE. PE occurs
during time lapse Tpe, where FE occurs during Tacq. The echo time TE represents twice the
elapsed time between the initial pulse and the second or echo pulse. The MRI system
records the received signals during the acquisition time (Tacq).
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Figure 2.10 - Radon transform based imaging with (a) required SE pulse excitation sequence (b)
k-space traversal from single repetition (c) total k-space coverage from the pulse sequence
(source: [40], ©2000 IEEE).

Considering Cartesian based k-space sampling, the FOV is determined by the kspace difference between adjacent PE lines ∆k , where image resolution is governed by
the total number of PE lines. This implies that to reduce total imaging time using a
constant FOV, fewer PE steps could be taken with an increased gradient step size.
However, received image data becomes aliased due to spectral, or Nyquist folding if kspace is undersampled. By violating the Nyquist sampling theorem, components outside
the baseband are folded into the baseband and become indistinguishable from those
originally located within the baseband [40].
For a depiction of the resulting image when only half of the required k-space lines
are taken, refer to Figure 2.11. To properly unfold the data, parallel imaging (explored in
detail in Section 2.4.4) is required, where multiple receivers are used, each having a
unique sensitivity profile over the sample space, allowing full FOV image reconstruction
by applying mathematical techniques.

Figure 2.11 – k-space sampling lines and associated reconstructed image when a) enough k-space
lines were acquired, and b) ½ the required k-space lines acquired with the associated aliased
image, demonstrating that the spectral folding resulted in the image being folded.
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2.3 MRI System Perspective
2.3.1

General System Overview

The main magnet, commonly super-conducting, is the most expensive component
of an MRI system and is required to establish the homogeneous static B0 field (z-directed
by convention). Gradient coils are used inside the magnet bore to establish a linear
variation of the B0 field magnitude, which was described in detail in Section 2.1.6.

Figure 2.12 – Common depiction of a MRI system component block diagram.

RF coils are used to transmit power into the sample object and to receive emitted
signals, being processes named excitation and reception respectively. This can be
accomplished by a single coil design, or by two specialized designs. Refer to Figure 2.12
for a common depiction of an MRI system overview as a block diagram.
As previously described, the gradient coils enable selecting a slice plane of any
orientation through the patient. The coordinate system applied for MRI imposes B0 as zdirected, L-R as x-directed, and A-P as y-directed, when considering a patient lying in the
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cylindrical bore of the magnet. The three orthogonally directed slices are named axial for
the xy-plane, sagittal for the yz-plane, and coronal for the xz-plane.
The noise figure, or amount of noise added by the RF components in the RF
receiver system, is very important because SNR is strongly related to image quality.
Typically, this system parameter is ignored during coil development because it affects all
potential coil designs equally.
2.3.2

RF Coil Design Specifics

RF coils are used as both transmit and receive coils in MRI. These coils must
have a high quality factor Q at the Larmor Frequency ω0 to be sensitive to the NMR
signals. This is important because MRI is known as a low sensitivity technique, as a
small percentage of sample nuclei emit the measurable signal (nine in a million for a 3T
system), which is governed by equation (2.8). Currently, clinical MRI systems are
equipped with a single transmitter channel, but an array of receiving lines, as shown in
Figure 2.12. Future systems will likely incorporate an array of transmitter coils, each with
an individual RF pulse and amplifier line. The two main types of coil architectures are
volume and surface coils.

Figure 2.13 - Eight leg birdcage coil current distributions with resulting B1 field.
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Volume coils are typically characterized as producing a uniform B1 field. A
birdcage coil is a typical volume coil design, shown in Figure 2.13 with relative current
distributions. Having a uniform B1 field makes volume coils ideal for transmit coils,
because uniform excitation is usually desired. Surface coils are advantageous for
applications in parallel imaging, where nonuniform field distributions can be exploited
(explained in Section 2.4.4). Note that an array of surface coils can be oriented to cover a
volume, but the overall resultant B1 field would not be uniform, as seen from a birdcage
coil. This research is focused on a receive-only coil, where parallel imaging is
incorporated; hence the birdcage coil will no longer be considered. To make a resonating
surface coil, capacitors are placed around a conductive trace, which is inherently
inductive, to get a resonance frequency according to

ω res =

1

(2.37)

Leff C eff

where effective loop inductance Leff, and effective capacitance Ceff, are required to apply
this relation. In MRI, the RF coil is tuned to ω res = ω 0 , as required by equation (2.4). To
measure the coil performance as a resonator, a designer must calculate its quality factor

Q, both when loaded with a typical sample and unloaded (in free space), being named QL
and QU respectively. These quantities can be calculated according to

QL =

ω Leff
Rs + rc

=

ω0
∆ω

QU =

ω Leff
rc

=

ω0
∆ω

(2.38)

where ∆ω is the 3dB bandwidth. Equivalent coil resistance and other non-sample effects
are lumped within rc , where as Rs is the effective resistance of the sample. Example
effects accounted for in rc are conductor skin effect loss, interaction between
neighbouring coils, dielectric losses in the distributed capacitors and eddy current losses
in the shielding of metallic objects close to the coil’s magnetic field. Because it is
desirable to maximize power deposition in the sample, and by reciprocity, maximize the
receive sensitivity of the coil, a good coil design will exhibit QL << QU.
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2.3.3

Phased Array Coils

A phased array coil is simply a set of surface coils, each electrically isolated from
the others. Separate and independent signals are received from each RF coil, and then
combined to improve the SNR over a large FOV. Here, phased array coils are considered
for use as receiver coils. For a cylindrical array of surface coils having a similar overall
geometry to a birdcage design, similar SNR values are found in an axial slice center, but
the phased array will have far superior SNR near the image periphery (i.e. close to the
array). A general rule of thumb is that the diameter of a surface coil corresponds to the
optimal depth for signal sensitivity, where the sensitivity falls off as the distance squared.
Small surface coils yield better SNR at shallow depths compared to large coils, indicating
a stronger B1− field at that position. Another advantage over volume coils involves using
parallel imaging techniques to reduce imaging time (discussed in Section 2.4.4).

Figure 2.14 - Sample four-channel array coil designed by the author for human head imaging at
1.5T. This coil used eight different loops combined to form four channels [56].

Parallel imaging is of particular interest in cardiac imaging, where patient motion
can cause significant image degradation. The primary disadvantage of phased array
designs is the requirement for many independent receiver system channels (preamplifier
and RF components), which translates to increased costs. For an example of how surface
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coils can be used for volume imaging, Figure 2.14 depicts a sample phased array volume
coil implemented for human head imaging, which was designed by the author for a
previous project [56].

2.4 MRI Image Analysis
2.4.1

SNR Calculation

RF coil performance in MRI is characterized by the SNR associated with that coil,
which is inversely proportional to the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the thermal or
Johnson noise voltage measured across the coil terminals. Thermal noise voltage is
governed by Planke’s blackbody radiation law, given as [48]
Vn =

4hf∆fR
e
−1
hf / k BT

(2.39)

where ∆f is the system bandwidth, f is the center frequency of the bandwidth, and R is the
effective resistance for the system. The Johnson noise voltage represents the RMS of the
thermal noise voltage measured at the coil terminals. By taking the first two terms of the
Taylor series expansion of the exponential, equation (2.39) reduces to
Vn = 4k B T∆fR

(2.40)

To simplify analysis, the effective resistance R can be broken into series sample
resistance Rs and non-sample resistance rc. The non-sample resistance includes many
noise sources such as the coil itself, external circuitry and coil housing. Typically in RF
coil design, the non-sample resistance is treated as a constant. For research of this thesis,
it was reduced to only include the resistance of the coil itself. The relation between
sample resistance to loaded and unloaded Q values is given as
⎛
QL ⎞
R = Rs + rc = Rs ⎜1 +
⎟
⎝ QU − QL ⎠
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For resistance Rs, noise is caused by time-averaged losses in the sample from
sinusoidal unit current I o . Thus, applying Ohm’s law to obtain the time-averaged losses
in the sample for sinusoidal unit current results in

Vn = 4k B T∆fPabs / I o2

(2.42)

where Io describes an induced unit current associated with the imaging experiment and

Pabs describes the absorbed power in the sample. The absorbed power can be calculated
from the induced electric field over the entire sample as [10]

Pabs =

1
σ ( E x2 + E y2 + E z2 )∆x∆y∆z
∑
2 N

(2.43)

for isotropic conductivity σ . This treatment is useful in a simulated problem space, where
the E fields are solved throughout the 3D sample. This concludes calculation of the
noise voltage and related absorbed power.
Next, the useful signal strength must be derived. To calculate the imaging signal
strength, the Principle of Reciprocity [25] is used to describe the relationship between a
bulk nuclear magnetic moment, or magnetization per unit volume MdV and the
measurable signal Vs in an RF coil as seen in Figure 2.15. The induced voltage in a loop
by oscillating magnetic moment M is proportional to the magnetic field B at, and
parallel to, M , that the loop would produce if oscillating unit current I 0 cos(ωt + Φ ) were
passed through the loop [25]. The reciprocity equation can be stated as

| Vs |=

ω M i BP
Io

Figure 2.15 - Illustration of the Principle of Reciprocity being applied to RF coils.
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In equation (2.44), B p is the B field perpendicular to the plane of the loop.
Assuming that the loop is centered on the x-axis and in the yz-plane, any z-directed
magnetic field does not influence the NMR signal, thus can be ignored. Both M and B p
in this case are purely x-directed. By applying magnetic field B0 , a circularly polarized
field is created in the xy-plane. To complete the description, a second coil is required in
the xz-plane to detect x-directed magnetization. Here, the applied current I 0 cos(ωt )
creates equivalent point source magnetization for the loop that varies as I 0 A cos(ωt ) , for
loop cross sectional area A. For the time being, the fields are calculated in a general
sense, meaning not from a transmission or reception perspective. This is because they can
be considered as one and the same by applying the Principle of Reciprocity. The induced
Electro-Motive Force (EMF) from sample conduction and displacement currents, as
calculated separately for each dimension from Faraday’s Law, are given as
dB1 X
= ωCox I o A2 sin(ωt + θ1 )
dt
dB
Vy = − A 1Y = ωCoy I o A2 sin(ωt + θ 2 )
dt
Vx = − A

(2.45)

where Cox and Coy are position and frequency dependent attenuation factors, θ1 and θ2 are
position and frequency dependent phase shifts produced by conduction and displacement
currents that go to zero for low frequency problems. Now, changing to a reference frame
rotating at the Larmor Frequency ( ω0 = γ | B0 | ), denoted by subscript rot, in both the
positive and negative rotating frames, the magnetic fields are given as
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B1+x ,rot = B1x cos ωt + B1 y sin ωt ≈

I0 A
⎡C0 x cos(θ1 ) − C0 y sin(θ 2 ) ⎤⎦
2 ⎣

B1+y , rot = − B1x sin ωt + B1 y cos ωt ≈

(2.46)

I0 A
⎡C0 x sin(θ1 ) + C0 y cos(θ 2 ) ⎤⎦
2 ⎣

(2.47)

B1−x ,rot = B1x cos ωt − B1 y sin ωt ≈

I0 A
⎡C0 x cos(θ1 ) + C0 y sin(θ 2 ) ⎤⎦
2 ⎣

(2.48)

B1−y , rot = B1x sin ωt + B1 y cos ωt ≈

I0 A
⎡ −C0 x sin(θ1 ) + C0 y cos(θ 2 ) ⎤⎦
2 ⎣

(2.49)

The above equations were simplified using equation (2.45), resulting in products
of sines and cosines. The resulting terms either have no time variation, or time variation
according to 2ωt , where the latter terms vary too quickly to influence the NMR system,
as such are neglected. A trigonometric expansion is applied to get the resulting,
simplified, approximated equations (2.46) to (2.49). The equations become simpler yet if
a polar representation is used by applying complex numbers to form the same relations
[25], changing magnetic moment M to be complex as M c = m + imc = AI o eiωt .
By defining the real numbers along the rotating x-axis and the imaginary numbers
along the rotating y-axis, the separate x and y components from equations (2.46) to (2.49)
can be combined with respect to the positively and negatively rotating frames. This
application results in two circularly polarized rotating fields calculated as

B1,+rot ,c = B1+x ,rot + iB1+y ,rot =
−
1, rot , c

B

−
1 x , rot

=B

−
1 y , rot

+ iB

=

b1x + ib1 y
2
(b1x − ib1 y ) *

(2.50)

2

where

b1x = Cox AI o eiθ1
b1 y = Coy AI o eiθ2

(2.51)

Note that equation (2.51) is not typically used in MRI analysis. In simulated
situations, b1x and b1y are parameters solved for throughout the ROI, simply being the
magnetic field components, which are found by solving Maxwell’s equations.
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*
Experimental results will have pixel intensities proportional to B1,+rot ,c i B1,−rot
, c (discussed

shortly), where there is no need to solve equation (2.51) because the transmit field and
receive sensitivities are already known.
Now, the focus is moved to a simple pulse NMR experiment, where computation
of the transmit field and receive sensitivity as separate entities is desired. Here, the
convention that the magnetization vectors M are precessing in the positively rotating
frame of reference is adapted. For an applied magnetic field to perturb this magnetization
vector according to the Bloch equation, the excitation field must be rotating in the same
direction, at the same frequency, described by equation (2.13). This means that the
transmit field must be B1,+rot ,c . This excitation field is applied to equation (2.12). Assuming
that the B0 field is z-directed, relaxation effects ( T1 and T2 ) are ignored, and a small flip
angle ( α < 10 °) to approximate the Bloch equation as linear, simplified Bloch equations
for the rotating frame can be separated into relevant components (recall that the system is
insensitive to z-directed perturbations), which can be given as

dM x+,rot
dt

≈ γB

+
1 y , rot

dM y+,rot

Mz

dt

≈ −γB1+x ,rot M z

(2.52)

By fixing the transmit field, the Principle of Reciprocity is now applied to
determine the corresponding receive sensitivity field. After applying the B1+ transmit field
over a determined time duration τ, the resulting magnetization is
+
0 +
0 +
0 +
M rot
, c = γτ M z B1 y , rot − iγτ M z B1 x , rot = −iγτ M z B1, rot , c

(2.53)

Using the change in magnetization with Faraday’s Law to calculate the induced
EMF in the coil, the EMF induced by the x and y components of nuclear magnetization
separately are
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⎧⎪⎛ M x+,rot ⎞
⎫
⎛ M y+,rot ⎞
⎟ cos(ωt + θ1 )⎪⎬
⎜
⎟
V x = ωC ox I o A ⎨
sin(ωt + θ1 ) + ⎜
⎜ Io A ⎟
⎪⎩⎜⎝ I o A ⎟⎠
⎪⎭
⎝
⎠
⎧ ⎛ M x+,rot ⎞
⎫
⎛ M y+,rot ⎞
2⎪ ⎜
⎟ sin(ωt + θ 2 )⎪⎬
⎟
V y = ωC oy I o A ⎨−
cos(ωt + θ 2 ) + ⎜
⎜ Io A ⎟
⎪⎩ ⎜⎝ I o A ⎟⎠
⎪⎭
⎝
⎠
2

(2.54)

The total voltage Vs (t ) is calculated as the superposition of these two voltages.
Employing a trigonometric expansion, and still utilizing magnetizations in the rotating
frame, results in

⎧⎡ M x+,rot ( Cox sin θ1 − Coy cosθ2 ) + M y+,rot ( Cox cosθ1 + Coy sin θ2 ) ⎤ cos ωt ⎫
⎪⎣
⎦
⎪
Vs (t ) = ω A ⎨
⎬ (2.55)
+
+
⎪⎩+ ⎡⎣ M x,rot ( Cox cosθ1 + Coy sin θ2 ) + M y ,rot ( −Cox sin θ1 + Coy cosθ2 ) ⎤⎦ sin ωt ⎪⎭
Note that the terms in the outermost parentheses are equal to the fields in the
negatively rotating frame, more specifically

−
1 y , rot

B

[

]

AI o
C ox cos θ1 + C oy sin θ 2
2
AI
≈ o − C ox sin θ1 + C oy cos θ 2
2

B1−x ,rot ≈

[

]

(2.56)

This demonstrates that while the magnetization precesses positively, the
negatively precessing field from a hypothetical unit current Io should be used for
calculations of received signal strength. This is important for employing the Principle of
Reciprocity. Now returning to the laboratory frame (non-rotating), the induced EMF after
applying excitation field B1+ for time τ is calculated as

Vs ,c = −

i 2ωγτ M z0 B1,+c B1,−c*
Io

(2.57)

To extend this voltage equation to an NMR system, a few small changes are
required. Still approximating the Bloch equation as linear, the flip angle α is calculated to
be γτ B1,+rot ,c , where the available transverse signal is given by the sin of that angle. The
real signal voltage across the terminals of the receiver is given by
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| Vs |=

(

)

*
2ωM z0 | sin γτB1+,rot ,c B1−, rot
,c |

Io

(2.58)

Finally, the resulting SNR for a single RF pulse sequence is calculated by using
equations (2.42) and (2.58) to yield

(

)

0
+
−*
| V s | 2ωM z | sin γτB1,rot ,c B1,rot ,c |
SNR =
=
Vn
4kT∆fPabs
∆

(2.59)

For notational simplicity, B1+ and B1− will be used for the remainder of this thesis
instead of B1,+rot ,c and B1,−rot ,c , respectively. An example of a single pulse sequence is a GE
pulse. This SNR equation can be easily extended to multi-pulse sequences such as a SE.
Equation (2.59) is fundamental for an RF coil designer. For a given system, the B1+ field
must be computed for transmit coil design, where both the B1− field and Pabs are required
for receive coil design evaluation, while all other variables can be treated as constants in
each case.
2.4.2

Signal Coupling with Phased Arrays

A very important design step for ensuring good SNR in array coils involves
minimizing the mutual coupling between individual loops. Mutual inductance will cause
noise and NMR signal to transfer from one loop to another, inhibiting performance as a
parallel structure by raising the effective noise floor.
A transformer-based model of two different loops is shown in Figure 2.16. Coil
interactions are minimized by removing inductive coupling between the coils (k = 0) or
by reducing the current flowing on the loops. Current flow is reduced by imposing a high
impedance in the loop, which can be accomplished by using low input impedance
preamplifiers, meaning R p ≤ 3Ω . Inductive coupling removal is accomplished for
adjacent loops either through overlapping the two coils of concern, or by using a shared
capacitance to counteract the mutual inductance between them. When tuned properly, the
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shared capacitor, which must be placed on a shared edge between the two loops being
decoupled, will not allow current flow between the loops.

Figure 2.16 - Transformer based model for surface coil interactions and the preamplifier
matching network. V1 and V2 are NMR induced voltages in the coils.

By using a matching network with the low input impedance preamplifiers,
transforming a high impedance to the loop, both the signal current and noise current are
essentially zeroed, allowing us to measure the induced voltage across the two effective
terminals shown for Coil 2 without detrimental noise signal crosstalk. Because the noise
signal is sample dominated, reducing the current flow affects both the desired and
undesired signals equally, thus will not change the output SNR of any single coil in
isolation.
The high impedance matching process is now explained, in referring to Figure
2.16 for corresponding variable names. It is assumed that both coils are tuned to the
system resonant frequency ω0 , as seen across their respective terminals looking into the
coil in isolation (M = 0). Considering Coil 2 in isolation, the impedance as seen across
the two terminals looking into the pre-amp is given as
Z 2 = iω0 L2 m −

L /C
i
+ 2m 2m
ω0C2 m
Rp

(2.60)

Resonance must be established within the matching circuit itself ( L2m and C2m ), as
well as matching this to the impedance the pre-amp is expecting. For convenient
measurement with a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA), pre-amps are designed to expect a
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50 Ω impedance, making the resonance and matching requirements for the coil to
transform the series resistance R2 , respectively, according to

ω0 L2 m =

1
ω0C2 m

(2.61)

and

1
= 50 R2
ω0 C 2 m

(2.62)

which means
Z2 =

X 22m L2 m / C2 m
=
Rp
Rp

(2.63)

After applying equation (2.61) to (2.60), notice that if the input impedance of the
preamplifier was near zero ( R p ≈ 0 ), the impedance of the loop across the terminals ( Z 2 )
would be very large, meaning a very small current flow in the coil. MRI signals would
still be properly transferred to the preamplifier, because both the signal and the noise
voltages would be reduced. This high impedance allows the coils to receive signals
independently, without noise and signal coupling.
Now, consider Coil 1 as viewed across the two terminals not in isolation. The
series impedance when the second coil connected to a preamplifier is
Z1 = R1 +

(ω0 M ) 2
R2 + Z 2

(2.64)

which becomes
Z1 = R1 +

ω02 L2 k 2
R2 + ( L2 m / C2 m ) / R p

(2.65)

making clear the noise power coupling between the two loops. By either eliminating the
mutual inductance, accomplished by making coupling constant k = 0 (applying loop
overlap or using a shared capacitor), or zeroing the preamplifier input impedance
( R p ≈ 0 ), the two loops become perfectly electrically isolated. Accounting for the
coupling contributions, the NMR signal received at the terminals of Coil 1 would be
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VCoil1 = V1 − V2

iω0 Lk
R2 + (1/ ω0C2 m ) 2 / R p

(2.66)

where again, to establish isolated signals between the two coils, it is desired to eliminate
any voltage from the second coil as received from the first.

Figure 2.17 – Illustrative comparison between neighbouring coil configuration options applying
a) underlapping and b) overlapping between the conductive traces of adjacent loops.

Every individual coil requires its own preamplifier, matching network and RF
components for data acquisition. For removing inductive coupling by applying overlap,
circular loops should have centers separated by 3/4 of their diameter, while square loops
must be separated by 9/10 of their diameter [54]. Conductor traces are shown for two
adjacent coils, when applying underlap and overlap in Figure 2.17a and b), respectively.
The amount of overlap to apply for irregularly-shaped loops must be determined through
experiment or analysis. Note that it is not possible to overlap all loops for an array of
more than three elements, and therefore alternative decoupling techniques must be used.
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Figure 2.18 – Block diagram for a phased array receiver system.

For a block diagram of a phased array receiver system, refer to Figure 2.18. The
low input impedance preamplifiers are used to minimize current flow by imposing a high
impedance on the loop, thus very little noise or NMR signal is coupled to other coils [54].
The received signals can be combined based on a variety of techniques, the best being a
matched filter weighting, where the weighting coefficients Wi =| Wi | eiθi are both coil and
volume element, or voxel, specific (discussed further shortly).
2.4.3

Signal Combining with Phased Arrays

The process of combining the simultaneously acquired data signals to form a
single composite image is now examined. Although there are many different potential
signal combining methods, this thesis outlines the Sum-of-Squares (SoS) method and a
matched filter weighted, or Roemer optimal method for combining complex quadrature
data. The advantage of the SoS approach is that the noise correlation matrix is not
required, with the disadvantage that composite SNR is sacrificed.
First, the noise correlation matrix Ψ must be calculated. This matrix describes
how much signal and noise data received by coil i gets transferred to coil j through
resistive coupling. Each element of this matrix represents a noise power between two
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coils. Similar to calculating the sample noise from a single coil (refer to equation (2.43)),
a noise power between loops i and j over a uniformly conductive sample is defined as
Pabs ,ij = ∫ σ ( Ei ( x, y, z ) ⋅ E j ( x, y, z ))dV
V

(2.67)

Note that the above equation is only solvable when the 3D E fields and associated
conductivities are known throughout the sample volume, as is the case in a simulation
environment. For determining mutual noise power between physically realized coils,
voltage signals for both coils must be acquired over a time period T when the sample is
not excited. A more accurate correlated noise power value will result by choosing a
longer data acquisition period T. The effective correlated noise contribution is extracted
from a time averaged multiplication of the two voltages as
T /2

meas ,voltage
abs ,ij

P

1
=
Vi (t )V j (t )dt
T −T∫/ 2

(2.68)

By special application of Parseval’s Theorem [32] to the above equation, an
equivalent experimental approach can be found for determining correlated noise for an
array coil. This requires taking output intensity images from two different coils, named I i
and I j , which were acquired without sample excitation, having number of pixels n by m.
Each pixel in the image domain corresponds to sample dimension ∆x and ∆y in the
physical sample respectively. Taking the two noise images, the correlated noise power
can be extrapolated through [62]
meas ,image
Pabs
=
,ij

n m
1
∑∑ Ii (a∆x, b∆y ) I j (a∆x, b∆y)
nm∆x∆y a = 0 b = 0

(2.69)

The absorbed power calculated from equations (2.68) and (2.69) will be different
by a scaling constant, which can be ignored here because relative SNR calculations are
considered. Next, using all possible correlated noise powers, the complete noise
correlation matrix is created, which contains all information about correlated and
uncorrelated noise between different elements in the array. Each matrix element Pabs ,ij
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represents the added effective noise power when coils i and j are used, hence the
correlated noise between the coils. The electric coupling coefficient ke, also known as
normalized noise correlation coefficient, is defined as
k e ,ij =

Pabs ,ij
Pabs ,ii Pabs , jj

(2.70)

For an array of n elements, the non-normalized and normalized noise correlation
matrices, respectively, are given as
⎡ Pabs ,11
⎢
Ψ=⎢
⎢⎣ Pabs ,n1

Pabs ,ii

Pabs ,1n ⎤
⎥
⎥
Pabs ,nn ⎥⎦

(2.71)

ke,1n ⎤
⎥
⎥
ke,nn ⎥⎦

(2.72)

and

Ψ Norm

⎡ ke,11
⎢
=⎢
⎢⎣ ke, n1

ke,ii

Next, methods for forming the composite image are explored. The composite
image can be calculated by making a weighted combination of the individual images for
pixel position p from each coil element. For this, a vector for each pixel is formed
containing image values, or signal values from each coil, named p p . The first
reconstruction technique, called a Sum-of-Squares (SoS), forces the noise to be a constant
value throughout the entire composite image [23]. Computation of a composite pixel
value is set up as an optimization problem, where SNR is maximized subject to a scaling
constraint. Also, only the diagonal component of the noise correlation matrix is used
ΨD = Ψ ⋅ eye(n) , applying identity matrix eye(n), providing scaling only to the self-

correlations (coil i to coil i) of the array. Weighting factors wi , p are defined for each coil at
the pixel location, thus creating vector wp . Based on the weighted composite signal
valued wTp p p , the SNR for that pixel is given by [23]
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SNR pSoS =

wTp p p
wTp ΨD w p

(2.73)

where the variance can be shown to be

var = wTp ΨD w p

(2.74)

From here, SNR is optimized by finding the maximum of wTp p p , while
constraining the variance to be equal to a constant β . Using a Lagrange multiplier λL , wp
is solved for by equating the partial derivatives with respect to wi , p with zero, using the
function

g ( w p ) = wTp p p + λ L wTp ΨD w p

(2.75)

Using β = wTp ΨD w p to eliminate λL , the weighting vector becomes [23]
wp =

β p Tp ΨD−1

(2.76)

p Tp ΨD−1 p *p

Finally, equation (2.76) is inserted to (2.73) to get the SoS-SNR as

SNR pSoS =

p Tp ΨD−1 p *p

(2.77)

If calculating Ψ D is not possible, estimating the noise correlation matrix by the
identity matrix eye(n) provides reasonable results, which is called the simple SoS
approach, computed according to

SNR psimpleSoS =

p Tp p *p

(2.78)

When not using the full noise correlation matrix, effectively ignoring coupling
between different elements, a strong SNR decrease will be observed near the coils, where
smaller decreases result far away from the array [36]. For an SNR computation approach
using the full matrix Ψ , the sensitivity map from all coils is used to form a separate
vector for each pixel position, named S p , having the same length as the number of array
elements. The sensitivity map can be thought of as the individual SNR that the coil would
receive from a uniform sample. This sensitivity-weighting vector replaces the second
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image profile of equation (2.77). The composite SNR can be derived in a similar manner
to that done for the SoS pixel intensity [54]. This method is known as a matched filter
weighted or Roemer optimal approach, and is calculated by

pTp Ψ −1S *p

SNRpOPT =

(2.79)

for composite image intensity SNR OPT
. The composite image is acquired by solving
p
equation (2.79) for every resultant image pixel. After which, the data can be processed as
if acquired from a single coil. Effectively, the SoS approach weights each pixel by its
own signal, where the optimal approach uses a standardized sensitivity. Although fewer
computations are required for equation (2.77), the resultant SNR will not be as good as
that if equation (2.79) were used.
2.4.4

Sensitivity Encoding

SENSitivity Encoding (SENSE) is a parallel imaging technique for reconstructing
a full FOV image from a set of aliased images using an array of receiver coils. The
benefit of this technology is a reduction in acquisition time, achieved by taking fewer PE
steps to acquire the data. As applied to MRI, the direction of aliasing will be that of the
PE direction(s). Here, SENSE is analyzed for 2D imaging sequences, where the single PE
direction is the y-direction. Note that SENSE can be extended to multiple directions,
which is useful for 3D imaging sequences, where two PE directions are used, thus 2D
SENSE can be applied [74].
Employing Cartesian sampling, an aliased image is acquired by eliminating some
of the PE lines, as shown in Figure 2.11. The resulting image appears folded as shown in
Figure 2.19, where reduction factor R is defined to describe the degree of image folding
relative to the unfolded image. For example, taking one third of the total required PE
steps corresponds to R = 3 . What this means is, applying an R = 4 pulse sequence enables
a timesaving of 75% relative to an R = 1 sequence. Using an array of receiver coils,
multiple aliased images are acquired, each encoded with spatial sensitivity information
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specific to the corresponding coils’ B1− field. From each coil element, an aliased image
and its sensitivity map is required to unfold the superposition of signals [49]. Signal
separation is only possible when individual coil sensitivities show different weights
throughout the image region, as surface coils do.

Figure 2.19 – a) Full FOV image showing folding lines related to reduction factor R = 2, and b)
Aliased image caused by violating Nyquist sampling rate showing superimposed pixels.

A sensitivity map S is essentially a full FOV image for a given receive coil used
as a gold standard measurement of the B1− field strength. Using reliable information is
difficult, as the sensitivity map will change depending on the dielectric sample being
imaged.
The g-factor can be thought of as representing the ability of the coil configuration
to separate aliased pixels. Mathematically, it represents a scaling factor for increasing the
noise level, which will be different for every pixel in the output image. Thus, g-factor
maps provide a good design constraint for coil arrays dedicated to SENSE imaging. For
ideal performance in parallel imaging, it is desirable for the sensitivity maps in an array
to be as different from one another as possible for the slice of interest. This will yield
improved g-factor maps.
Also, SENSE performance will be enhanced if the coils’ plane of symmetry (if it
exists) is not parallel with the PE direction, yielding different folded sensitivity maps.
These general design guidelines will yield the best g-factor map. A sample four-element
coil configuration with associated sensitivity maps is shown in Figure 2.20. Notice that
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no coil is oriented such that its plane of symmetry is parallel to the labeled PE direction,
shown both by its electrical trace configuration and associated sensitivity maps.
With knowledge of R, it is known which pixels from the full FOV were
superimposed for the reduced image, as shown in Figure 2.19. A sensitivity matrix S p ,c×s
must be created for each folded pixel p, where c represents the number of coils used and s
is the number of superimposed pixels at that location. Note that now the maximum value
for p is nm / R corresponding to a full FOV image sized n × m .

Figure 2.20 – a) Four-element phased array configuration with b) associated sensitivity maps
from quasi-static simulations that are optimally oriented for the specified PE direction for use
with SENSE.

The aliased signal value is a superposition from the folded pixels, creating a
system of linear equations. Folded pixels with zero sensitivity, such as pixels found
outside the object space for example, can be ignored, which reduces problem uncertainty.
The unfolding matrix U p , which is calculated for each folded pixel is given by [49]
U p = ( S Tp * Ψ −1 S p ) −1 S Tp * Ψ −1

(2.80)

where Ψ represents the c×c receiver noise correlation matrix from equation (2.71). The
transpose complex conjugate of the sensitivity matrix S p must be computed for
unfolding. After creating vector p p from the associated image values from each receiver
coil for the pixel p, signal separation is calculated from
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Pp = U p p p

(2.81)

and the separated pixel values are given in resulting vector Pp for the unfolded image.
This procedure must be repeated for each pixel in the reduced FOV to obtain the full,
unfolded image. The matrix inversion of equation (2.80) is only possible if c > s, meaning
that the reduction factor is less than the number of receiver coils. Perfect image
reconstruction is generally not possible because the sample values will be noisy relative
to the sensitivity data.
Unlike standard Fourier images, the noise levels in SENSE images vary from
pixel to pixel because the receiver noise matrix Ψ is not unitary, resulting in correlated
noise between pixels [49]. As the number of PE steps is reduced in SENSE imaging,
reconstructed image SNR is reduced, indicative of the negative effects of increasing R.
Specific to Cartesian sampling, a geometry factor (g-factor) is defined, describing the
increased noise caused by using the nonunitary matrix. This g-factor is calculated on a
pixel by pixel basis as
g p = [( S Tp Ψ −1S p ) −1 ]( S Tp Ψ −1S p ) ≥ 1

(2.82)

Coils can be designed to optimize g-factor maps for certain regions, such as
cardiac, breast or brain imaging, where a g-factor of one corresponds to no additional
noise from unfolding the data.

Figure 2.21 – By applying L-R PE with acceleration R = 4 on an axial profile from an eight
element coil configuration, one can reconstruct the (a) aliased image, (b) noisy reconstructed
image, and (c) associated g-factor map.
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A sample g-factor map is given in Figure 2.21c for an eight coil configuration and
R = 4 . Also, the aliased and reconstructed images are shown, demonstrating how the

noisy regions of Figure 2.21b) are visibly related to the g-factor map. The SNR in the
resultant, reconstructed image can be calculated as
SNR

=

red
p

SNR pfull
gp R

(2.83)

for each pixel p, where SNR pfull represents the SNR from the full FOV image (calculated
using equation (2.79)), and SNR pred represents the reduced SNR, based on the reduction
factor R. Notice that even with a perfect g-factor, having a value of one everywhere, there
is an upper bound SNR according to

R because less total data is collected. This

dictates ideal coil design performance. Even with an infinite number of surface coils, a
perfect g-factor map is still unattainable due to inherent limitations of parallel MRI. The
electrodynamic signal detection process has been analyzed for optimal attainable
performance, where researchers have coined the associated term of ultimate intrinsic
SNR [45][75]. For the general theory of SENSE, including derivation of why the g-factor
describes the added noise, refer to [49].
The SENSE parallel imaging technique operates purely in the image domain after
receiving the aliased image. To utilize parallel imaging in the time domain, SiMultaneous
Acquisition of Spatial Harmonics (SMASH) can be used [59]. For an alternate approach,
based on the SMASH technique, one can employ GeneRalized Auto calibrating Partially
Parallel Acquisition (GRAPPA) [18]. The mathematical theory governing these methods
was not explored for this thesis because an equivalent calculation to the g-factor does not
exist for design evaluation.
To properly design a receive coil array for parallel imaging, the B1− map must be
determined. The B1+ field must be calculated for transmit coil design. Both fields can be
easily solved in a computational environment or a physically realized one using B1
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mapping techniques (see Appendix A for explanation). Full E field and B field
knowledge enables complete analysis of coil performance.

2.5 Application to MRI Coil Design
2.5.1

Introduction

This section compares different methods for acquiring 3D E and B fields
computationally. As all approaches make a series of approximations and assumptions, the
designer must be aware of how accurate the computation is, and ensure that a physical
realization of the design will satisfy project goals. This requires computational tests with
experimental verification.
2.5.2

Field Modeling Approaches

A number of computational algorithms exist that are designed to mathematically
calculate how a system of charges affects electric and magnetic fields within a confined
volume. Under the assumption of a system without time-varying currents, Coulomb’s
Law and the Biot-Savart Law can be used for E and B field calculations as

∫ ρ dl
l

E (r ) =

B(r ) =

rˆ

(2.84)

dl × rˆ
| r |3
C

(2.85)

C

4πε 0ε r r 2

µ0 µ r I
4π

∫

where ρl is the charge density for infinitesimal length dl , ε 0ε r is the material
permittivity, r =| r | rˆ is the distance vector from the charge or current point to the field
point, µ0 µr is the material permeability, and I is the current flowing through the space.
MRI applications apply to time-varying signals at the system Larmor frequency, where
the wavelength λ is given by
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λ=

2π c

µr ε r ω0

(2.86)

using speed of light ( c = 2.998×108 [m/s]) and signal frequency ω0 . At smaller main B0
fields, the signal wavelength is typically much larger than any sample dimension,
describing situations where quasi-static calculations will produce accurate field behaviour
patterns [28]. For human MRI, industry standard generally permits quasi-static
calculations as acceptable for B0 ≤ 1.5 T (~ λ / 4 sample). Otherwise, field behaviours are
not accurate based on human body dimensions and tissue permittivity constants. For such
systems, including the 3T system this thesis utilizes, full-wave field solutions should be
computed, as the E field can no longer be approximated as conservative ( ∇ × E ≠ 0 ).
The three most common full-wave computational approaches include FDTD,
Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Method of Moments (MoM). Since a finite
number of calculation points must be chosen, all computational techniques are inherently
approximations because the solution space must be discretized.
The MoM approach requires the calculation of Green’s functions, making it best
suited to systems with linear homogeneous media, such as free space. The Green’s
functions, or fundamental solutions, can be problematic to integrate, as they are based on
a solution of the system of equations subject to a point source or charge [47]. From an
MRI perspective, MoM works well for unloaded coils, being free space calculations, but
is inefficient for non-homogeneous media such as a human body model [28].
The FEM approach works well for complex geometries and inhomogeneous
media. Each element, having an arbitrary orientation and number of sides, is described by
its nodes and one edge point, where an interpolation function is formed between nodes.
This forms a matrix inversion problem to solve for the finite number of unknown
coefficients, in turn allowing calculation of the nodal values. The MRI research
community has found FEM works well for samples with small contrast, but can lose
computational efficiency for modeling neighbouring tissues having large contrast [28].
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Figure 2.22 – Yee cell geometry for use in FDTD calculations of Maxwell’s Equations.

The FDTD method requires defining a mesh and relating nodal field values to
their neighbouring fields based on Maxwell’s equations, boundary conditions and general
continuity relations. One advantage of the explicit FDTD method over the MoM and
FEM methods is that it does not require large scale matrix inversion [28]. By dividing the
sample space into Cartesian Yee cells [64][77] as shown in Figure 2.22, FDTD iterates
through time steps allowing signals and fields to propagate through the defined sample
space [37]. The propagations follow Maxwell’s curl equations, given for an isotropic
medium as
∇ × E = − µ0 µr

∂H
∂t

∇ × H = σ E + ε 0ε r

(2.87)
∂E
∂t

(2.88)

These curl equations are used to assign E and H component variables to three
edges and three faces for the cube of Figure 2.22, and then repeated to generate a meshed
grid of coordinates. Using incremental time step ∆t , which relates to the iterated time
index n, the space and time derivatives using a central finite difference approximation are
given as
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∂F n (i, j , k ) F n (i + 1/ 2, j , k ) − F n (i − 1/ 2, j , k )
=
∂x
∆x
n
n +1/ 2
∂F (i, j , k ) F
(i, j , k ) − F n −1/ 2 (i, j , k )
=
∂t
∆t

(2.89)
(2.90)

The half time step indicates that the fields are alternately calculated, achieving
central differences for the time derivatives [4]. These equations are used on each of the
six scalar equations represented by Maxwell’s curl equations to yield six coupled explicit
finite difference equations.
FDTD is used most commonly for MRI calculations for its predictable
computational requirements and conceptually simplistic backbone [28]. For design
guidelines, the respective frequency and time step limitations of FDTD are
max(∆x, ∆y, ∆z ) <
∆t <

ε r µr
c

λmin
20

1
1
1
1
+ 2+ 2
2
∆x ∆y
∆z

(2.91)
(2.92)

where ( ∆x, ∆y, ∆z ) represents the cell edge sizes in their respective dimensions. The
smallest allowed wavelength, λmin , corresponds to the maximum frequency the given
mesh can solve for. The time step ∆t is restricted to ensure solution stability. The most
common commercially available FDTD software used by MRI researchers is XFDTD by
Remcom Inc. All full-wave calculations presented in this thesis were obtained using
XFDTDv6.3.
Boundaries are essential for reducing the problem space from being infinite to
something computationally reasonable. The primary requirement for the boundary is to
alter the fields less than a pre-determined threshold, relative to the solution obtained
using an infinite boundary. Successively extending or contracting the boundary can
establish the threshold point where the inner fields are accurate, while still ensuring the
computation time to be minimal.
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Boundary types can be grouped into absorbing and reflecting. Two common
absorbing boundary types are Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) and Liao, where the most
common reflecting boundary is a Perfect Electrical Conductor (PEC). Although the
superconducting magnet is treated as PEC material for MRI, its distance from the RF
sources is large enough to allow for absorbing boundaries to be used, placed in close
proximity to the RF coils. The fields within the sample are of primary concern, being
those on the side of the RF coils that is in the opposite direction as the superconducting
magnet.
2.5.3

Use of SNR in RF Array Coil Design

In general, design of RF coil arrays can be accurately carried out in a
computational environment provided that the limiting assumptions are known and SNR
comparisons are made from a relative improvement basis, opposed to an absolute one.
Typical optimization parameters include maximizing SNR performance for a specified
region, or minimizing the required imaging time by applying parallel imaging. A wide
range of array coil designs exist, where each design is specific to magnetic field strength
B0 , number of available channels, and the designed region, which could be brain, spine,

cardiac or shoulder for example. The primary comparison parameters between array
designs include:
1) Calculated SNR after parallel reconstruction using equations (2.59) and (2.79).
2) Parallel imaging performance, as measured by g-factor maps, at predetermined
reduction factors using equations (2.82) and (2.83).
The four equations of concern are repeated below for convenience.
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0
+
−*
| Vs | 2ω M z | sin ( γτ B1 ) B1 |
=
SNR =
Vn
4kT ∆fPabs
∆

SNROPT
=
p

pTp Ψ −1S *p

g p = [( S Tp Ψ −1S p ) −1 ]( S Tp Ψ −1S p ) ≥ 1
SNR

red
p

=

SNR pfull

(2.93)
(2.94)
(2.95)
(2.96)

gp R

For controlled comparisons, all system parameters should be held constant. This
includes the sample, the applied RF pulse and the MRI system architecture; meaning B0
field, number of channels, system noise figure and magnet bore geometry. Related to
equation (2.93) the following variables become constant: ω , M z0 , γ , τ , T , and ∆f .
Thus, for a given 2D slice, only a complex B1 profile (for signal calculations) and the 3D
E field values (to calculate absorbed power) are required. The sensitivity matrix S p and

sensitivity map vector S p are formed from the B1− of each RF coil based on the chosen
reduction factor R for reduced pixel p.
From a computational perspective, it is important to stress that a full 3D E field
and conductivity map of the sample is required for every coil element to produce Ψ ,
which can demand substantial computer storage space and calculation time as the number
of elements is increased. Also, image resolution must be considered, as both equations
(2.94) and (2.95) must be calculated by looping through every pixel in the reduced image.

For perspective, computation of steady state fields for each element for this
research requires 430MB of storage and takes two hours using a P4 2.8GHz Duo Core
personal computer. This corresponds to 7GB of storage and 32 hours of computation time
for a single 16-channel design to be evaluated. This restricts the feasibility of automated
optimization approaches such as simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, or other search
techniques; as such none were applied to this research.
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CHAPTER 3

Anterior Cardiac Array Coil Design

3.1 Introduction
Software environments have become popular for testing the viability of potential
MRI RF coil designs due to the costs associated with fabrication and experimental tests.
As discussed previously, for accurate prediction using high field systems (>1.5T) with
large samples, such as human subjects, a full-wave modeling program must be employed
[28]. For MRI based analyses of resultant electromagnetic fields, a substantial amount of
post-processing is required, particularly for array coils and parallel imaging.
In this chapter, field patterns from the commercially available XFDTDv6.3
software are verified, and then analyzed using a post-processing MRI analysis program
that was developed as part of this research. The 16-channel anterior cardiac array was
designed and is analyzed in this computational environment. This involved comparing to
other 16-channel anterior arrays to verify the project hypothesis, as well as comparing to
a six-channel OEM cardiac array to ensure that the project specifications are satisfied.
Finally, electrical considerations are discussed for transitioning from the simulation
environment to realizing the design.

3.2 Verification of XFDTD Software
3.2.1

XFDTD Capabilities and Output Fields

Full-wave field calculations, for designing MRI coils, were performed using the
Remcom Inc. software XFDTDv6.3. Some of the features and capabilities of this
software will now be described.
The XFDTD modeling software is capable of storing 2D Cartesian planes for
complex B and E fields, conduction currents J , SAR and surface currents. System
excitation can be accomplished by placing discrete sources within the mesh, forcing an
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incident plane wave on the system, or applying a Gaussian beam, all either as broadband
or single frequency excitations to obtain steady state behaviour.
Output data is stored as Cartesian planes, based on requests from the user, where
either a steady state fields, or time-step based fields can be selected. Each requested plane
is stored in a text file as magnitude and phase components for the associated cell edges in
that plane. Memory constraints become important when storing E , B , and J fields over
a 3D region, particularly when considering an array of coils. Hard disk storage
requirements are 1MB for a 120 × 84 cell E or B field plane. If both the coil design and
the sample space have radial or axial symmetries, the problem space can be reduced by
assuming an infinitely long cylindrical sample, or adapting symmetry, which simplifies
the computational requirements. For the 16-channel designs considered in this thesis,
approximately 7GB of storage was required per design.
3.2.2

Boundary Conditions for XFDTD

The optimal boundary condition is the one requiring the shortest computation
time while satisfying chosen accuracy criteria. The accuracy criterion applied for this
research requires computing a resonant frequency between successive iterations to within
100 kHz of the last iteration. The boundary condition was increased by three cells per
dimension for each iteration. The resolution within the sample was held constant for all
test cases, meaning increased mesh sizes are only beneficial if the respective field values
become substantially more accurate.
For determining appropriate absorbing boundary conditions, a 9 cm square loop
made of infinitely thin copper ( σ = 5.8 E 7 S/m) wires, having four equally spaced lumped
element capacitors (26.9pF) was simulated in free space using various Liao and PML
absorbing boundaries with 6 layers on a 5 mm fixed cell size Cartesian mesh. A 32-time
step length Gaussian pulse was applied across one capacitor, and then transient field
calculations were performed for 35000 time steps, with each time step being 9.629 ps.
The steady state data was used to analyze resonant properties of the circuit. The
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computations started with a tightly placed boundary for both the Liao and the PML case,
and then the boundary was successively increased. For each setting, the required
computation time and resultant resonant frequency were measured, where the results are
shown in Table 3.1. The number of free space boundary cells that were placed around
every side of the square loop structure is shown in the first column.
Table 3.1 – Comparison of PML to Liao boundary conditions for XFDTD calculations.
Bondary Condition

Computation Time

Resonant Frequency

Total Mesh Size (cells)

6 layer PML (5 cell)

1:00

134.4 MHz

28x10x28 = 7840

6 layer PML (7 cell)

3:15

122.9 MHz

32x14x32 = 14336

6 layer PML (9 cell)

4:21

123.1 MHz

36x18x36 = 23328

6 layer PML (12 cell)

6:34

123.2 MHz

42x24x42 = 42336

6 layer PML (15 cell)

10:08

123.2 MHz

48x30x48 = 69120

6 layer PML (18 cell)

14:07

123.2 MHz

54x36x54 = 104976

Liao 10 cell

1:23

126.0 MHz

38x20x38 = 28880

Liao 13 cell

2:03

124.6 MHz

44x26x44 = 50336

Liao 15 cell

2:51

124.0 MHz

48x30x48 = 69120

Liao 18 cell

4:19

123.6 MHz

54x36x54 = 104976

Liao 21 cell

6:08

123.4 MHz

60x42x60 = 151200

Liao 24 cell

8:08

123.3 MHz

66x48x66 = 209088

Liao 27 cell

10:26

123.2 MHz

72x54x72 = 279936

It was found that using a PML boundary with 6 layers requires at least 12 border
cells around the computation space for the solution to change resonant frequency by less
than 100 kHz from the previous iteration. The Liao boundary requires at least 27 border
cells for each dimension before this criterion is met. The boundary condition meeting the
outlined criterion and requiring the shortest computation time is the 6 layer PML
boundary, with 12 border cells.
The fields from a loop along its centerline are proportional to its diameter,
implying that the number of required boundary cells should be determined based on
distance ratio relative to the diameter of the excited loop. Because the above calculations
used a 5 mm mesh, the acceptable boundary requires 6 cm of free space for a 9 cm loop.
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This implies a required border of 6/9 = 2/3 the diameter of the RF loop being calculated
should be used. Using a larger 6 layer PML boundary simply corresponds to increased
computation time, with similar accuracy in the resulting field behaviour.
3.2.3

XFDTD Output Field Verification

A 8.5 cm square saddle coil was constructed and simulated for use in a 7T MRI
system, having a resonant frequency of 309 MHz. A 15.4 cm diameter, 26 cm length
cylindrical saline phantom was used when collecting the experimental images. The
phantom has electrical parameters σ = 0.48 S/m and ε r = 76.7 , based on solution
concentrations of CuSO4 = 1 g/l and NaCl = 2.5 g/l. A GE pulse sequence was used with
TR = 3 sec and TE = 10 msec, which makes ignoring relaxation effects a reasonable

assumption for the simulations. The single loop was used as both a transmit and receive
coil, meaning the full-wave SNR calculations were based on
SNR ∝

sin(γτ B1+ ) B1−*
Pabs

(3.1)

after simplifying equation (2.59) by removing constants. When using quasi-static
calculated fields, sin(γτ B1+ ) B1−* is replaced with sin(γτ | B1 |) | B1 | because phase
information is different for frequency dependant calculations.

Figure 3.1 – Image SNR maps from single saddle coil with a 7T MRI system from a)
experimental measurement, b) XFDTD full-wave calculation, and c) quasi-static simulation.

Three different image maps are shown in Figure 3.1, being the experimentally
obtained SNR, XFDTD calculated SNR, and quasi-static calculated SNR profiles,
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respectively. Qualitatively, the XFDTD field output patterns matched those found in
experiment. The quasi-static predicted SNR map shows very bad agreement with the
experimentally obtained one, making it clear that quasi-static computations are
inadequate for modeling a 7T system. The XFDTD predicted SNR exhibits good
agreement to Figure 3.1a, proving XFDTD is capable of accurately modeling high field
MRI system behaviour.
For verification of XFDTD when applying parallel imaging techniques,
comparisons of g-factor maps were performed using quasi-static and XFDTD field
outputs for a 1.5T system. These results were compared to those from a research paper
accepted by the MRI community, authored by de Zwart et al [12]. The accepted results
were obtained from a quasi-static program on a uniform cylindrical phantom.
To approximate quasi-static field behaviour, the coils were designed at 64 MHz
for XFDTD computation. The simulations used eight identically shaped coil elements
around a cylinder having both length and diameter equal to 20 cm. Each saddle coil was
15.4 cm long, with an arc angle of 30° and a radius equal to 11 cm. XFDTD calculations
required defining the sample permittivity, which was set to ε r = 76.8 , to emulate a
typical saline solution.
Different g-factor maps for the different computation environments are given in
Figure 3.2. The primary difference between the de Zwart and Quasi-static columns relates
to different contrast enhancement applied, as a different number of grayscale levels were
used. Good agreement was found for the quasi-static simulation, verifying the g-factor
calculation algorithm developed for this thesis.
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Figure 3.2 – Comparison of g-factor maps for different reduction factors, R, for an eight-channel
saddle coil around a uniform sample. The left column shows results from a trusted quasi-static
research paper by de Zwart (source: [12], ©2002). Comparisons are made to both quasi-static and
XFDTD outputs generated for this thesis.

The same algorithm was used for analyzing the XFDTD output fields, showing
poor agreement with the de Zwart g-factor maps. It was determined that g-factor maps
are much more susceptible to inaccuracies in sensitivity maps than SNR profiles are. As
the XFDTD sensitivity maps are considered more accurate than the quasi-static ones, it is
believed that the de Zwart results do not represent a clinical situation as well as the
XFDTD obtained results do. More investigation is required into this issue, but was
considered to be outside the scope of this research.
To verify that the SNR profiles between the XFDTD and the quasi-static case are
in relatively good agreement, they are both shown in Figure 3.3. Good agreement was
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found for simulated SNR maps relating to a 1.5T system. Recall that substantially
different SNR maps resulted for a 7T system, demonstrated by Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.3 – Composite SNR profiles for an eight element array applying Roemer optimal
reconstruction with a) quasi-static field profile, and b) XFDTD fields for a 1.5T system.

3.3 Performance Analysis Software
3.3.1

XFDTD Human Torso Model

A 5 mm mesh of a human male was supplied with the XFDTDv6.3 Bio-Pro
software, which is ideal for calculations of SAR. However, this mesh is insufficient for
parallel imaging analysis because of the air gaps found within it, which are present to
model the lungs. These air gaps correspond to signal nulls in MRI, which are shown in
Figure 3.4. Air gap locations play a significant role in g-factor calculation because the
number of superimposed pixels can be artificially reduced. Designs based on this model
could indicate an artificially improved g-factor map because of the air gaps, which are
not constant from patient to patient, in addition to having position and size variations.

Figure 3.4 – Sample axial SNR calculation from XFDTD for 5 mm mesh of a human male
demonstrating air gaps as signal nulls within the chest.
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Furthermore, as the design is region specific, it is also undesired for performance
to be dependant on changes in permittivity within the sample. Thus, a simplified human
torso model having little structure was used in this thesis. This human torso model was
developed based on data collected from a range of sources [17][20][43][63][73][80], as
well as test scan measurements performed at the NRC, and it will now be described.
The average male torso model is chosen to have outermost dimensions of 40
cm × 26 cm × 64 cm for width, depth and length, respectively. The side boundaries are
formed using an ellipse with a 40 cm major axis and a minor axis of 32.4 cm, where the
top and bottom edges were removed to form equal flat surfaces 26 cm apart. Based on
this chopped ellipse, a 1.5 cm layer of epidermis, or adipose tissue, having electrical
parameters σ = 0.07 S / m, ε r = 5.1 , is placed on the periphery. The interior is made of
uniform tissue having electrical parameters σ = 0.6075S / m , ε r = 32.4 .

Figure 3.5 – Human torso model for XFDTD with cardiac region. The three different tissues used
were epidermis or adipose (yellow), inner tissue (aqua) and myocardium (pink).

The cardiac region was modeled as an elliptical cylinder with dimensions 13
cm × 10 cm × 15 cm for width, depth and length, respectively. The cardiac region was
centered at (4.5 cm, 5.4 cm, -15.5 cm) relative to the torso center, and given
parameters σ = 1S / m, ε r = 52.6 . Figure 3.5 depicts the final torso used for this project,
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where different tissues are given different colours. The electrical parameters were
determined from a weighted sum of different tissue types found within the human torso.
3.3.2

Analysis Software for Parallel Imaging Array Coil Design

To perform MRI specific computations on the complex fields obtained from
XFDTD, a post-processing program was developed for this project. The MatlabV7.1
programming environment was selected because of its efficient matrix calculations,
straightforward GUI management tools, and because it is commonly used by the potential
users at the NRC-IBD.

Figure 3.6 – Single coil analysis GUI for XFDTD outputs.

The software’s GUI was given two main views, the first geared towards single
element analysis, as shown in Figure 3.6, and the second aimed at array coil design. The
single element view, shown in Figure 3.6, allows one to define a set of coil elements by
specifying associated J and B field file names and paths. The useful design approach of
employing radial symmetry is enabled using rotation operators, and translation through
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the axial dimension is established by altering the starting position of the coil. An
extensive list of potential B field views is available, including transmit field for GE and
SE sequences, receive field, component magnitudes and phases, and transmit-receive
behaviour with a specified maximum flip angle. The list of added individual coil
elements and associated data can be saved, allowing time saving benefits when loading
multiple coil designs from their individual elements.

Figure 3.7 – Array coil analysis GUI for XFDTD outputs.

The second view, shown in Figure 3.7, depicts the analysis tools for groups of
coils. Any number of array designs or elements per array can be analyzed at once.
Composite images from user-defined coil arrays can be calculated and individual coil
behaviour can be viewed. Multiple image reconstruction techniques are available to be
used, including signal weighted, SoS, and Roemer optimal reconstruction, which may
require g-factor map calculation. The user-defined array coils can be analyzed as receive
only, as a transmit and receive array, through either SE or GE sequences, or as a transmit
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only array. The B field slice under consideration can easily be changed, and settings can
be saved to preserve noise correlation calculations, which can take hours per array, even
on a state-of-the-art personal computer (3.2GHz Pentium 4 duo-core). The PE direction
can be changed for g-factor map calculations, which are available at integer reduction
factors. Furthermore, a region can be thresholded based on material conductivity borders
to make clear a desired ROI. This is of particular interest for cardiac analysis, where the
myocardium, or heart tissue, is given different electrical parameters than the surrounding
tissue. A ratio between images can be used to establish relative design improvements.

Figure 3.8 – The software analysis program enables post-processing comparisons between
experimental (top) and simulated XFDTD (bottom) composite SNR data.

The data input stream can be either from a simulated environment, such as
XFDTD, or experimental output data, such as from the 3T Siemens Trio Tim system.
This enables immediate assessment of modeling accuracy or qualitative profile
comparisons. For an SNR comparison between simulated and experimental results based
on the six-channel Siemens array with the nine-channel OEM spine coil, refer to Figure
3.8. The composite images displayed depict axial SNR performance with L-R PE and
reduction factor R = 4. The experimental data was treated similar to the computed data
for post-processing image reconstruction, in that the full FOV data was acquired and used
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to emulate reduced FOV images according to equation (2.96). The software back-end was
designed to allow extension to other data input types with minimal effort. The userfriendly program allows convenient and quick analysis and data management for a
complex structure of text file formats that are output by the XFDTDv6.3 software and the
3T Siemens Trio Tim system. This software was used for the array coil designs that will
now be described.

3.4 Array Coil Design
3.4.1

Design Guidelines

All of the experimental work described herein was performed on a 32-channel 3T
Siemens Trio Tim system located at the NRC-IBD, which was installed in April of 2006.
The system is equipped with a 24-element spine array, consisting of eight rows of three
elements, of which up to four rows can be used at any given time. Also, a six-channel
chest array was supplied, which has two rows of three uniform hexagonal overlapped
elements with a center-to-center distance of 13.3 cm, being the same geometry as the
spine elements. The specifications include utilizing three rows of existing spine elements
in conjunction with the anterior 16-channel chest array. The XFDTD model of the
conforming six-channel chest array with three spine element rows placed around the
human torso model is shown in Figure 3.9.
For this design project, relative computational comparisons are essential because
absolute SNR behaviour is meaningless in the XFDTD modeling environment. To
establish a mapping between XFDTD results and realizable SNR for evaluating
resolution capabilities, it is essential to computationally evaluate performance of the
existing Siemens supplied cardiac array coil.
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Figure 3.9 – Six element conforming OEM cardiac array with three rows of anterior spine coils.
The overlapped hexagonal loops were placed around the XFDTD human torso model.

Increasing the resolution means that the signal per pixel must decrease because
the total amount of collected signal data remains constant. The reduced SNR results
because the noise level will remain constant, being independent of image resolution, as it
is primarily governed by thermal emissions from the sample, described by equation
(2.40). To achieve ⅓ mm resolution, while maintaining equivalent SNR to the OEM

array, the new design must exhibit three fold SNR gain for the same resolution.
It would be possible to define and model the complete coil array design as an
optimization problem, however, without taking into account modeling symmetry
assumptions and imposing a pattern on the design solution, the number of variables and
the computational requirements of such an optimization problem would be unfeasible.
Thus, the design considered here is not claimed to be globally optimal. Instead, a set of
design principles and guidelines are used to manually adjust potential designs for
improved performance. Some of these guidelines could include overlapping all nearest
neighbour coils and choosing dimensions to best suit the coil’s SNR coverage
requirements.
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Figure 3.10 – The inner core and outer ring design regions with associated dimensions, placed on
the human torso model.

Interfacing between the 16-channel anterior chest array and the Siemens system is
accomplished via Siemens supplied connector plugs, which are used to group the design
into four, six or eight channels per plug. This made it practical to segment the anterior
cardiac design into two separate sections of eight elements early in the design process.
The two different sections are named inner core and outer ring, respectively. The main
focus of the inner core is to enhance SNR, whereas the outer ring is given the purpose of
improving parallel imaging capabilities in the ROI. For perspective, the two sections are
labeled in Figure 3.10. Justification for dimension sizes of the two sections will follow.
3.4.2

Inner Core Section

The inner core section is made of eight separate coils that are placed directly
above the myocardium region, intended to be very sensitive to the ROI. Based on a
maximum region depth of 13 cm from the chest wall and a L-R width of 13 cm, the inner
core was chosen to have an outer perimeter of 14 cm by 14 cm, allowing for 1 cm
separation between the coil and the patient, ensuring that the SNR is not sacrificed in the
posterior section of the cardiac region. As expected, computational analysis of arrays
with smaller dimensions than 14 cm by 14 cm showed a reduced average SNR, despite
proving advantageous near the surface of the sample.
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Element overlap was utilized between all neighbouring inner core loops to reduce
the associated inductive coupling. Furthermore, for maximizing the received signal at the
depth of the anterior coronary arteries, the inner core elements were designed to have
dimensions between 4.5 cm and 6 cm. This provides optimized SNR at depths of 3.5 cm
to 5 cm due to the 1 cm separation. Applying this restriction to eight overlapped elements
occupying a 14 cm by 14 cm space provides sufficient design constraints for shrinking
the problem space into something manageable.

Figure 3.11 – Conductor placements for nine element inner core architectures using a) a regular
three by three grid of the overlapped simple loop array and b) five simple loop coils and four
naturally decoupled twisted loops stacked on top.

For the initial simulations, both, simple loop coils [54] and naturally inductively
decoupled twisted array coils [34] were considered for SNR behaviour, with parallel
imaging performance taken as secondary. The simple loop array design was made of a
three by three grid of overlapped array coils; each sized 5.25 cm by 5.25 cm. The twisted
loop pattern used five simple loop coils, with four twisted loops overlayed on top, and
placed so as to be naturally decoupled with the simple loops. The two different arrays are
shown in Figure 3.11.
Previous work [34] showed that applying twisted loops to an array, using lots of
underlap between simple loop elements, with lots of overlap with the twisted loops, can
effectively retain the SNR improvements associated with overlap, while providing the gfactor benefits of using underlap. However, by forcing the array onto a 14 cm square
surface, the twisted elements become quite large (6.5 cm by 14 cm), meaning that SNR
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performance at depths between 3.5 cm and 5 cm are sacrificed. Also note that the
conductor placement for the twisted loop design is far more complex than that of the
simple coil approach, and this would make fabrication more difficult, particularly with
the small design space allocated for the inner core section.

Figure 3.12 – SNR ratios thresholded over the desired cardiac ROI of the simple loop array
divided by the naturally decoupled twisted array for cardiac a) central axial slice, b) central
sagittal slice and c) 7 cm deep coronal slice.

The simple loop array and twisted array designs were compared to determine
what architecture is better for the inner core. The SNR ratios for a central axial, central
sagittal and 7 cm deep coronal slice are displayed in Figure 3.12, where the SNR ratios
are based on the simple loop array coil design divided by the twisted array design. It is
clear that the simple loop array design provides better SNR at shallow depths.

Figure 3.13 - Average SNR gains of a nine-channel simple loop array design relative to a ninechannel twisted array coil as a function of coronal slice depth.

For quantitative evaluation, the SNR was averaged over each coronal slice
covering the ROI, with a percentage gain line plot as a function of slice depth relative to
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the chest wall displayed in Figure 3.13. Clearly, for the 3.5 cm-5 cm depth of interest for
anterior coronary imaging, the simple loop array design provides better SNR relative to
the twisted array approach. This behaviour matched expectations based on design
geometry.
An interesting finding is that g-factor analysis of the inner core alone displayed
significant improvements from the twisted array relative to the simple loop coils. A
qualitative demonstration of this is shown in Figure 3.14a, recalling that a g-factor close
to one is optimal. This benefit can be understood by considering the twisted array design
as an array of underlapped simple loop coils, with good gap coverage between them by
using the twisted elements, providing good A-P PE performance [35].

Figure 3.14 – Ratio of g-factor maps for R = 4 over the central axial slice using the nine-channel
simple loop array divided by the twisted loop based array excluding the nine spine elements with
a) no outer ring present, and b) outer ring present.

However, these benefits do not outweigh the SNR gains of the surface array.
When including the outer ring (intended for g-factor improvements) in the computation,
the average improvement is less than 9%, shown in the g-factor ratio map of Figure
3.14b. The benefits are slightly more reduced when including the nine spine elements to
the calculation. The average SNR/g-factor ratio for the complete design is better with the
simple loop array design.
After determining that overlapped simple loop array is the best approach for the
inner core section, the next challenge was in placing eight rectangular coils in a 14 cm by
14 cm space having SNR performance characteristics similar to the nine-channel simple
loop array of Figure 3.11a. Through trial and error size variations, rotations and loop
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translations, an appropriate eight-channel inner core section was finalized. The resulting
conductive trace configuration is shown in Figure 3.15b. Although the geometry changes
primarily followed a trial and error process, general MRI design guidelines were used in
making educated, or non-random, adjustments. These educated decisions affected overlap
amounts, loop sizes relative to their intended imaging depth of interest, and other factors.

Figure 3.15 – Conductive trace placement for a) nine-channel simple loop array coil design and
b) eight-channel finalized inner core design.

For results of the SNR performance loss of using the chosen eight-channel inner
core design relative to the nine-channel configuration of Figure 3.15a, refer to the line
plot of Figure 3.16. As expected, the nine-channel design provided an upper bound for
the SNR of the eight-channel design, but average SNR within the cardiac region falls
within 2.25% of the upper bound.

Figure 3.16 – Average SNR gains from eight-channel inner core design relative to the ninechannel surface array, having equal total dimensions, as a function of coronal slice depth.
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Considering g-factor maps for the inner core by itself, the eight channel design
proved better than the nine channel array for a central axial slice, which is shown in
Figure 3.17a. This L-R PE g-factor ratio using R = 4, pertains to a specific slice where the
eight element pattern performs better, because four of the array elements lie across the
central axial plane, whereas only three are found for the nine channel array, which was
specifically considered while designing the inner core.

Figure 3.17 – L-R PE g-factor map ratios for R = 4 of the eight-channel array divided by the
nine-channel array for a) a central axial slice, and b) a 4 cm off center axial slice.

Figure 3.17b shows the case for a slice 4 cm off center, where the nine channel
array is better. From a qualitative assessment of various slices, it was concluded that the
designs are equivalent from a parallel imaging perspective, particularly when adding the
outer ring. It was also concluded that the benefit of using a single connector cable for the
inner core section outweighed the associated minimal SNR loss for using eight elements.
Because of these considerations, it was decided that the inner core section would be
comprised of eight elements.
3.4.3

Outer Ring Section Design

The main objective for the eight-channel outer ring is to increase parallel imaging
performance within the cardiac region. This behaviour compliments the SNR
improvements derived from the eight-channel inner core section to give good overall
imaging characteristics. To achieve desirable g-factor maps, adequate SNR coverage over
the entire sample is required. In addition, coil underlap in the PE direction produces a
better g-factor map compared to overlapped coils [73][80][12]. The primary design
principles applied for modifying the outer ring coil architecture involved:
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1) Applying element underlap between coils in the L-R direction.
2) Establishing an overall signal sensitivity FOV no larger than required, such as
consideration of the H-F coil length, which is unlikely to be a PE direction.
In practice, MRI technicians are trained to choose the PE direction as the shortest
dimension of the chosen FOV. Based on human torso dimensions, PE directions are
chosen as L-R or A-P dominant for arbitrary slice orientations, because the H-F direction
FOV is much larger. Undesired signal folding results if the FOV in the PE direction is
chosen to be too small with respect to the transmit and receive coil spatial sensitivities.
This led to the design approach of applying element underlap between the inner core
section and the outer ring elements that are adjacent in the L-R, or x-axis direction.
As arbitrary slice orientation analysis was beyond the scope of this research, the
final design cannot be considered as globally optimal from a parallel imaging
perspective. An important note is that a design optimized for PE in the L-R direction
would be different than one optimized for the A-P or H-F PE directions. As arbitrary slice
orientations are used in clinical MRI, no one coil with a finite number of elements can be
optimal for every potential slice orientation, which is why general guidelines are applied
during the design process.
The outer ring dimensions were adjusted to determine what size of footprint
would satisfy the required parallel imaging performance. As the H-F length of the array is
decreased, but held longer than the H-F ROI, average SNR increases and average g-factor
for L-R and A-P PE decreases within the ROI. However, the tradeoff is that H-F PE gfactor maps increase. This creates a design compromise that has no simple solution. As
clinical slice orientations can contain an H-F component in the PE direction, the overall
array should not be made too narrow. Based on the above relationship and various design
computations, the outer ring H-F length was set as 28 cm.
To ensure minimal separation between the patient and the coil, a flexible or arced
design in the L-R direction is essential. The total L-R width must provide SNR coverage
for the torso in the L-R direction, without being unmanageable for smaller patients. This
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is a particularly difficult parameter to optimize because of the wide range of potential
chest widths, ranging from 24 cm to 37 cm [63]. An arc length of 36 cm was chosen
based on SNR and g-factor maps when varying the total L-R width, as well as
considering previous design work [7][13][21][73][80].

Figure 3.18 – Conductor traces for a) the final eight-channel outer ring design, and b) the entire
16-channel anterior cardiac array.

By centering the outer ring on the inner core section and placing the entire design
directly over the cardiac region, better SNR profiles and g-factor behaviour results within
the ROI. Further improvements are achieved by placing the coil between the human torso
and the arm. The improvements result from reducing the distance between the ROI and
the coil on the left side of the torso. This puts constraints on the coil geometry, as the
position of the shoulder must be accounted for in the design. The conductor placement
was adjusted to allow the anterior array to curve underneath the armpit. The eightchannel outer ring is depicted in Figure 3.18a, with the full 16-channel anterior cardiac
array shown in Figure 3.18b. To minimize signal coupling, overlap is used between all
neighbouring outer ring elements. For combining the outer ring with the inner core,
element overlap is used for all cases with exception of the two outer ring elements lying
along the central axial slice. Simulations indicated that underlapping these loops with the
inner core produces better g-factor maps for L-R PE.
For sample axial g-factor maps utilizing all 25 elements (16 from anterior cardiac
array, nine from OEM spine array) with and without the cardiac region highlighted,
applying a reduction factor R = 5 with L-R PE direction, refer to Figure 3.19. This g-
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factor map is very good considering just the ROI, indicating that pulse sequences using R
= 5 should produce useful output images.

Figure 3.19 - Axial g-factor maps from the center of the cardiac region using reduction R = 5
with a PE direction L-R displaying a) full slice and b) only the cardiac region highlighted.

3.5 Design Analysis
3.5.1

Comparisons to Other 16-Channel Anterior Designs

In this section, three different 16-channel anterior cardiac array designs are
analyzed using the simulation environment, applying the nine-channel OEM spine array
to all anterior designs. Electrical traces for the three different receive coils are depicted in
Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20 – Electrical traces for 16-channel anterior cardiac designs based on a) Zhu et al
design [80], b) regular overlapped elements of same total footprint as c), and c) design developed
for this thesis.

The anterior cardiac array labeled Design#1, by Zhu et al [80], is shown in Figure
3.20a, where element underlap was applied in the L-R direction to improve parallel
imaging in that dimension. Figure 3.20b shows a uniform element anterior array named
Design#2, with the same total dimensions as Figure 3.20c, and using overlap between all
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nearest neighbours. Comparisons between Design#1 and Design#2 explore potential
benefits of utilizing a reduced overall size, or footprint, for improved composite image
SNR. Design#3, shown in Figure 3.20c, is the design just discussed that was developed
for this thesis. Total array dimensions when extended to a 2D surface are 36.5 cm by 36
cm for Design#1, and 36 cm by 28 cm for both Design#2 and Design#3.
SNR ratio images of Design #3 relative to the two other anterior cardiac arrays for
a central axial slice are shown in Figure 3.21. When considering the dashed ROI, it is
clear that focusing many small elements near the ROI results in considerable SNR gains
(upwards of 200%). Also noted is that SNR is sacrificed in Design#1 relative to the SNR
of Design#2 by applying element underlap in an attempt to improve the parallel imaging
performance.

Figure 3.21 – SNR ratio images for a central cardiac region axial slice of Design#3 divided by
16-channel anterior cardiac designs from a) Design#1, and b) Design#2.

Ratio axial g-factor maps for R = 4 are shown in Figure 3.22 for Design#1 and
Design#2 both divided by Design#3 in images a) and b) respectively. Because the gfactor ratios are well above one in the ROI, it is clear that Design#3 has a better g-factor
map compared with either of the competing designs, but suffers in regions far away from
the array coil.
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Figure 3.22 – Ratio images for R = 4 g-factor maps for a central axial slice using different 16channel anterior cardiac designs with nine spine elements, being a) Design#1 divided by
Design#3 and b) Design#2 divided by Design#3.

As R increases, Design#3 improves relative to both other designs, meaning that a
more desirable g-factor map results, which is made clear in Table 3.2. Also, Design#2 has
lower average g-factors compared with Design#1, which is also visible from Figure 3.22.
This behaviour can be attributed to the smaller footprint used for Design#2, which
counteracts the parallel imaging gains associated with applying element underlap, as done
in Design#1. This demonstrates that although element underlap can improve g-factor
maps for its associated PE direction, as was intended by Zhu et al [80], a better design
approach could involve reducing the overall array footprint, while applying element
overlap. Consideration of g-factor maps in the A-P and H-F PE directions must also be
considered before determining a finalized ideal design.
Table 3.2 – Average g-factors over central 5 cm, or 10 axial slices within the cardiac region.

Design #1
Design #2
Design #3

R=2
1.012
1.010
1.009

R=3
1.203
1.177
1.081

R=4
1.880
1.778
1.328

A detailed analysis comparing the three design options was conducted for the
central 5 cm, or 10 axial slices of the cardiac region. This involved applying reduction
factors between R = 1 and R = 4, while using a L-R PE direction to calculate the
predicted composite SNR using equation (2.96). Averaged results, shown as a line plot,
are depicted in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23 – Effects of increasing acceleration factor on average SNR over central 5 cm (zdirected axial slices), or 10 slices within the cardiac region, comparing the three different designs.

Design#3 provides superior average SNR for full FOV images, as well as reduced
FOV data within the cardiac region. The average SNR gain over Design#1 is 61.6%,
62%, 79.8%, and 128.8% for R = 1 through R = 4, respectively. An increased SNR gain
as R increases indicates that Design#3 has better g-factor maps than Design#1, which is
also evident from Table 3.2.
3.5.2

Parallel Imaging Performance within Cardiac Region

The secondary performance requirement stipulates the maximum and average
allowable values for axial slice g-factor maps applying L-R PE, with R = 3 and R = 4.
Although the entire FOV images are required to produce g-factor maps within the cardiac
region, only values within that ROI are of concern, meaning all supplementary noise
levels outside the cardiac region are acceptable. Results of this quantitative analysis
relating to these design specifications are shown in Figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.24 – Average and maximum g-factors calculated for different axial slices through the
ROI thresholded by the cardiac region for reduction factors R = 3 and R = 4.

The maximum allowed g-factor values are satisfied, being limited by 1.5 and 2 for
accelerations R = 3 and R = 4 respectively. When considering average values across the
cardiac region for axial slices, both requirements of 1.15 and 1.25 for R = 3 and R = 4 are
also met. As expected, the most favourable performance occurs near the centerline of the
design, located at 7.5 cm based on the scale of Figure 3.24. This means that if only a
small section of the cardiac region is required, the receive coil should be centered over
that area.
3.5.3

Anterior Coronal SNR Near Right Coronary Artery

The primary performance specification requires the ability to achieve ⅓ mm
resolution with the same SNR as the six-channel OEM cardiac array achieves using 1 mm
resolution across the anterior portion of the right coronary artery, which is located 3 - 4.5
cm below the chest wall. Analysis for this requires comparisons to the existing OEM coil
to establish useful SNR values from XFDTD simulations as relative to experimental
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results. Full FOV SNR analysis was performed for coronal slices between 3 cm and 4.5
cm depth below the chest wall by taking average SNR values within the design ROI. For
a sample SNR gain profile, an axial composite image ratio is given in Figure 3.25, using
R = 1 and R = 4 for images a) and b) respectively.

Figure 3.25 – Axial composite SNR ratio for 16-channel cardiac design divided by the sixchannel OEM array, both using nine OEM spine loops for a) R = 1, and b) R = 4 using L-R PE.

An SNR gain of 200% using R = 1 for slice depths between 3 cm and 4.5 cm is
required for ⅓ mm resolution, and this is satisfied as shown in Figure 3.26. Because the
improved resolution is only required for one dimension, choosing that dimension as the
FE direction ensures that total imaging time remains constant, which is very important for
cardiac imaging. Specifically, to minimize image blurring resulting from motion artifact,
patients must hold their breath over the entire duration of the sequence, making the total
pulse sequence length important.
Parallel imaging enables a reduction in the total imaging time. Based on a L-R PE
direction, SNR gains were also explored in the same region for reductions R = 2, R = 3
and R = 4, shown in Figure 3.26. Note that reductions of R = 3 and R = 4 would not be
performed using the six-channel OEM cardiac array because the resultant image becomes
too noisy for clinical use. For purposes of this thesis, the g-factor must not exceed two in
the ROI for the reduction factor to be considered acceptable.
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Figure 3.26 – Average SNR gains from 16-channel anterior cardiac array relative to the sixchannel OEM cardiac coil using L-R PE, both including nine spine elements. The equation
governing this plot is shown in the top right where D#3 refers to Design#3.

The dispersion observed when increasing the acceleration factor in Figure 3.26
demonstrates how g-factor maps increase non-linearly with increasing R. Recall that the
SNR terms are constant as R changes, meaning this plot shows how the g-factor values
play a significant role in output SNR as R increases. Because the relative performance of
the cardiac array designed here improves with increasing R, the 16-channel anterior array
will always have at least 200% SNR gains over the OEM array. This indicates that three
fold resolution improvement relative to the OEM array, still having better SNR, is
achievable for any R. The 16-channel anterior array designed here would be capable of
producing useful images up to R = 5, as verified in Figure 3.27, whereas the OEM array
fails for R = 3, where the failing criteria is based on maximum g-factors exceeding two in
the ROI.
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Figure 3.27 - g-factor maps for varying R values, using nine spine elements with either the 16channel anterior cardiac array, or the six-channel OEM array.

Note that so far, analysis has been limited to applying the same reductions to both
situations. Now, benefits when the 16-channel array applies parallel imaging and the
OEM array maintains its full FOV SNR are explored. In other words, SNR improvement
in addition to time saving benefits are considered. If the OEM array SNR using R = 1 is
compared to the 16-channel array when changing R, Figure 3.28 results.

Figure 3.28 - Average SNR gains for accelerated 16-channel anterior cardiac array relative to the
full FOV six-channel OEM cardiac coil using L-R PE, including nine spine elements. The
equation governing this plot is shown in the top right where D#3 refers to Design#3.
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Although positive SNR gains are evident for all slice depths and accelerations
considered here, 200% average gain is only achievable with shallow slices. For instance,
a 3 cm deep coronal slice could be acquired with three times the resolution, taken using ⅓
the imaging time and still exhibit improved SNR relative to the six-channel OEM coil
using the full imaging time. This is an amazing performance benefit. This concludes
computational design and analysis, as related to the placement of electrical traces for the
16-channel anterior cardiac array.

3.6 Circuit Design and Electrical Considerations
The first electrical design task was to determine the thickness of electrical trace to
use. To ensure a desirable Q, meaning a large ratio for unloaded to loaded Q
measurements, loop resistance must be minimized, which requires changing the electrical
trace thickness and analyzing the losses, which is related to the skin effect [48]. However,
if adjacent traces are placed in close proximity, as is the case with the inner core section,
the designer must also be aware of potential cross-talk, or signal coupling between the
adjacent conductors. This effect will reduce the coil’s overall SNR, in addition to
introducing undesired capacitance.
Table 3.3 - Evaluation of conductive trace options at 123.2 MHz.

Side length
(cm)
4
4
7
7
13
13

Q Measurement
Qunloaded
Qloaded
Qunloaded
Qloaded
Qunloaded
Qloaded

1/4"
Trace
246
80
341
31
362
11

1/8" Trace
252
90
329
35
358
11

For a bench test of conductor losses for a 3T MRI system, corresponding to 123.2
MHz, different sized simple square loops were tuned with four equally spaced capacitors
using two candidate copper tape traces, being ⅛” and ¼”. The results of these bench
measurements are given in Table 3.3. Based on the similar loaded and unloaded Q values
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between the two candidate conductive traces, it was determined that both options offer
similar losses for all loops tested. Also, it was found that the sample loading heavily
dominates resistive losses at this frequency, resulting in large ratios for unloaded to
loaded Q values (>2.5), which is desired for MRI. All electrical traces were chosen to use

⅛” copper tape because the small dimensions of the inner core require intricate tape
placement. Overlap adjustments would be far more complicated with ¼” tape.
To ensure standing waves do not form between the tuning capacitors of a loop, a
sufficient number of capacitors must be used, placed at various positions around the coil,
to electrically break the effective transmission line. An accepted guideline within the
MRI industry is to ensure no conductor length exceeds λ / 20 . Assuming wave frequency
of 123 MHz and a propagation speed of 2c / 3 , for the speed of light c, the unbroken
copper tape length must be restricted to 8.2 cm. The above mentioned propagation speed
is commonly used in microwave circuit analysis to account for material imperfections
slowing down the signal transmission. This calculation was based on equation (2.86)
using µr = ε r = 1 . Considering the dimensions of the design developed here, restricting
sections to below 8.2 cm requires three evenly spaced capacitors for the inner core loops
and five evenly spaced capacitors for the outer ring elements.
The array must be electrically ‘turned off’, or disengaged, while the system is in
transmit mode because the coil is intended for receive use only. This requires an
immediate switching mechanism to prevent current from flowing, affecting the transmit
field when power is being input to the sample. To accomplish this, a small series resonant
circuit precisely tuned to the system Larmor frequency ω0 is placed around one of the
tuning capacitors for each loop, with an activation diode to provide control over
disengaging the coil. The MRI system applies a DC bias to the diode during transmission,
allowing current to flow in the small resonant circuit, which in turn imposes a highimpedance in the larger loop. This small resonant circuit is called an active trap, because
it requires an active DC bias to trap the current flow. The active trap results in minimal
effects during signal reception because loop voltages are too small to bias the diode, but
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coil Q will drop slightly because of non-ideal diode behaviour in the ‘off’ state. The
active trap can be seen in the sample coil tuning and matching network of Figure 3.29.

Figure 3.29 - Sample single loop tuning and matching network.

Matching the coil to 50Ω allows for convenient bench analysis using a VNA. For
this reason, pre-amps are designed to expect a 50Ω impedance across the input terminals,
which is transformed to a high impedance as seen across the matching capacitor Cmatch , as
described in Section 2.4.2, to minimize loop currents. The matching network shown in
Figure 3.29 provides high-impedance to the loop, while also impedance matching to the
output coaxial cable. The high-impedance makes current flow i0 very small during signal
reception, reducing signal crosstalk due to coupling between array channels.

Figure 3.30 – NRC-IBD designed 1.8 Ω input impedance pre-amplifier as seen from (left-right)
original sized design, miniaturized pre-amp design required here, and internal circuit view.
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The 16 pre-amplifiers used for this project were designed and constructed at the
NRC-IBD by miniaturizing an existing design, as shown in Figure 3.30. The pre-amps
have a tuned input impedance of 1.8Ω and a noise figure of approximately 0.5dB. They
require a 10V DC source from the MRI system for power. The miniaturization was
required to place the eight pre-amps within the inner core section.
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CHAPTER 4

Experimental Verification

4.1 16-Channel Anterior Cardiac Array Construction
4.1.1

Construction Overview

Construction of the proposed design required an iterative process of tuning,
matching and decoupling. Ideally, the entire design should be fabricated using a flexible
base piece to allow the array to conform to different shaped subjects. However, sample
loading plays a large role in determining the electrical components used for each element,
which is difficult to maintain as constant when using a flexible structure. For the
prototype developed here, the anterior coil was constructed using a rigid, curved former
to ensure stable electrical behaviour during bench tests. Changing the load or the coil
position relative to the load, commonly called loading characteristics, will result in a
resonance frequency shift and also changes the impedance match of the loop. Applying a
flexible former will be more feasible for a second prototype, when general component
values and required element overlap amounts are better known.
4.1.2

Iterative Design Process

Unfortunately for MRI coil designers, coupling, loading and matching
characteristics are all frequency dependant. Thus, you must tune each coil individually
with the load present and all other loops opened before attempting to inductively
decouple any elements. Inductively decoupling two neighbouring elements by adjusting
their respective overlap will affect the coil’s resonant frequency and impedance matching
requirement because the conductive traces were moved. Also, the mutual inductance
between the coils will change, in turn changing the loading characteristics. This governs
an iterative process for array coil design, where each level of complexity requires
iterating through all previous levels to make minor adjustments.
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For an image depicting the inner core section when adjusting channel overlap to
reduce inductive coupling between nearest neighbours, refer to Figure 4.1. Notice that the
outer ring section was not present at this stage. All loops that were not being measured
were opened, and the S21 measurement probes from a VNA were connected across
designated matching capacitors.

Figure 4.1 - Bench setup for S21 measurement with a VNA to adjust conductor overlap between
nearest neighbours for reducing inductive coupling.

The loaded loop isolation values before applying pre-amp decoupling for the
inner core and outer ring individually are shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3
respectively. Based on the defined loop names for the inner core section (shown on the
right of the respective figures), it is clear that the highest coupling occurs between loops
in close proximity, where no overlap exists. This is observable by considering the
coupling between loops #1 and #6 in the inner core. These measurements were taken with
all loops that were not being measured opened in two places, before pre-amp the
matching circuitry was placed and tuned.
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Figure 4.2 – Loaded S21 magnitude isolation values (dB) at 123.2 MHz between inner core loops
after adjusting element overlap on the bench with showing their associated positions.

A similar assessment of designs where underlap is intentionally applied, such as
Design#1 from Section 3.5.1, will show less desirable loaded isolation matrices compared
to that of Figure 4.2, which effectively places more emphasis on pre-amp decoupling to
ensure isolated receive signals for the array coil. The individual channels for this research
have much better isolation values after the pre-amp matching circuitry is connected and
tuned.

Figure 4.3 – Loaded S21 magnitude isolation values (dB) at 123.2 MHz between outer ring loops
after adjusting element overlap on the bench with showing their associated positions.

The next construction step required selecting one tuning capacitor per element, to
be used as part of the active trap. Each active trap was tuned to 123.2 MHz, and then set
in place with hot glue, fixing the associated capacitors’ value. Finally, the pre-amp
matching circuitry and interfacing cables were connected, permitting bench
measurements of the same arrangement as that during experimental trials. The measured
unloaded Q values for all active traps and matching circuitry resonators are given in
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Table 4.1. These measurements must be carried out on the sub-circuits as stand-alone
structures. The active trap diodes were DC biased for measurements, as were the preamps for matching circuitry measurements.
Table 4.1 – Unloaded Q values for active traps and matching circuits for all channels.

All channels required a final tuning pass to correct for any effects of having all
other elements electrically closed and terminated with pre-amps. At the system
interfacing coaxial cable connection point, a tuned cable trap must be mounted to each
element. This trap serves the purpose of reducing current flow along the shield of the
coaxial cable during system transmission. Without these traps, very large current will
flow along the coaxial ground, creating undesired B1 artifacts.

Figure 4.4 - 16-channel anterior cardiac array after inductive decoupling through overlap
adjustments, active trap installation, pre-amp matching circuitry and system interfacing cable
placement for the outer ring section.
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To view the 16-channel anterior cardiac array with all pre-amps installed, as well
as having the outer ring system-interfacing cable connected, refer to Figure 4.4.

4.2 Experimental Results
4.2.1

Setup

Experimental data was acquired with a clinical 32-channel 3T Siemens Trio Tim
system located at the NRC-IBD. The phantom was a gel based solution of sucrose, KCl,
TX151 and Dowicil75, filling a five gallon jug of dimensions 28 cm × 25 cm × 37 cm for
width, height and length respectively. This phantom, which was also used on the bench
during the coil tuning process, was thought to exhibit similar loading and wave behaviour
characteristics compared to a human torso. Recall the torso dimensions for computations
were larger, being 40 cm × 26 cm × 64 cm, which changes parallel imaging behaviour for
L-R phase encoded axial images because the width is different. For this purpose,
computational analysis was also performed using a phantom equivalent to that from
experiment so accurate comparisons between simulation and experiment could be made.

Figure 4.5 – Resultant image using the system body coil for transmit and receive. Having a nonuniform SNR distribution demonstrates that the transmit field is non-uniform.
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Experimental results were obtained using the built-in body coil for the transmit
mode, where the 16-channel anterior cardiac array designed here and the six-channel
OEM array, both in conjunction with nine OEM spine elements, were used for signal
reception. A resultant image when using the body coil for both transmit and receive is
shown in Figure 4.5, demonstrating that the applied transmit field is somewhat nonuniform. Although wave behaviour of this nature is expected for large objects at 3T, it
nonetheless establishes an error source relative to the computations, where a uniform
transmit field was assumed. Predicted effects associated with this excitation image
include improved A-P PE g-factor maps, but reduced SNR in the darker areas of the
phantom, some of which correspond to our cardiac ROI and the coronary artery region.
Noise images were essential for determining the noise correlation matrices for the
arrays, which were found by applying equation (2.69) after acquiring images without
using any transmit power, meaning a zero flip angle everywhere. Both the anterior
cardiac array designed here and the OEM array coils were centered on the phantom. As
such, the cardiac region was treated as L-R centered for experimental analysis, but having
the same geometrical size characteristics.

Figure 4.6 – Partially signal normalized composite images from a GRAPPA R = 4 pulse
sequence using the nine element OEM spine array with a) the 16-channel anterior cardiac array,
and b) the six-channel OEM cardiac array.
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A Flash imaging sequence was used, with TR = 300 msec and TE = 3.46 msec,
applying flip angle α = 70 with a 5 cm slice width. For all axial slices analyzed here, an
A-P FOV of 256 mm was used, with L-R FOV of 310 mm. For the output images sized
240 × 320 , this gives approximately 1 mm resolution in both dimensions. A variety of

slice locations and orientations were acquired, both using full FOV imaging and applying
parallel imaging with built-in pulse sequences for reductions up to R = 4.

Figure 4.7 – Zoomed in view of dashed regions from Figure 4.6 for a) the 16-channel anterior
array and b) the six-channel OEM array.

Sample images from both coil arrangements using GRAPPA at R = 4 are shown
in Figure 4.6. Note that the Siemens system performed grayscale normalization
corrections for the anterior array elements, but not the spine elements, meaning the white
sections at the bottom of the images do not correspond to the highest SNR values. The
composite image of Figure 4.6a shows low noise levels near the top for our uniform
sample. The same region in Figure 4.6b appears speckled, or noisy, which indicates poor
image SNR. Figure 4.7 shows a zoomed in view of the dashed regions of Figure 4.6.
4.2.2

SNR for the Anterior Right Coronary Artery

To experimentally evaluate SNR performance as a function of depth, an axial
slice was taken, positioned at the center of both anterior cardiac arrays, as well as being
centered above the three rows of spine elements. Recall that according to project
specifications, three-fold SNR gains must be observed in the depth range of 3 cm - 4.5
cm to allow for ⅓ mm resolution across the anterior portion of the right coronary artery.
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Figure 4.8 – Experimental SNR ratio images from the 16-channel anterior array divided by the
six-channel OEM cardiac array, scaled to a maximum gain of a) 200% and b) 400%.

SNR ratio images from experimental data, when using different scaling maxima
are shown in Figure 4.8. For the depth range of 3 cm - 5 cm, the new design displays
average SNR improvements well in excess of the required 200% over the 12 cm L-R
distance shown in Figure 4.8a. Average experimental SNR gains within the 12 cm by 2
cm dashed region of a) are 421%, where average gains of 460% are found in the 10 cm
by 2 cm region of Figure 4.8b. Thus, it is inferred that ⅓ mm pixel resolution having
useful SNR across the anterior portion of the right coronary artery is realizable.

Figure 4.9 - Simulated SNR ratio images from the 16-channel anterior array divided by the sixchannel cardiac array, scaled to a maximum gain of a) 200% and b) 400%.

Computed data from an equivalent setup to the experimental one from Figure 4.8
is displayed in Figure 4.9. Although similar patterns are evident, the experimental data
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shows better SNR gains than those predicted from simulations. The predicted SNR gains
for the regions were calculated to be 207% and 221%, for Figure 4.9a and b) respectively.
The most likely cause for the difference between calculated and experimental gains is
construction related.
As the 16-channel array was designed using the phantom being applied for
imaging, it likely has better load matching characteristics than those of the six-channel
OEM coil, which was designed with a different sample load. Also, the separation
distances between the coil and the sample likely did not match perfectly between
simulation and experiment, particularly as simulation results were based on a 5 mm
discretized mesh. The simulated separation distances were 1 cm and 2 cm for the new
design and the OEM array respectively. Considering those sources of error, it is
determined that consistency between simulation and experimental data was achieved.
4.2.3

Parallel Imaging Performance within the Cardiac Region

Analysis of experimental g-factor maps was performed using the axial slice data
from Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 over acceleration factors between R = 2 and R = 5.
Because the sample size from experiment has different dimensions than the simulated
human torso in the desired, L-R PE direction (28 cm versus 40 cm), matching g-factor
values from experiment according to project specifications is not a valid goal. However,
by showing that simulation and experimental g-factor maps are in agreement for the
reduced phantom, which is done in Figure 4.10, the simulated parallel imaging analysis
from Section 3.5.1 for a human torso is also validated.
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Figure 4.10 – Simulated and experimental g-factor maps at accelerations R = 2 through R = 5 for
16-channel anterior array for a L-R PE central axial slice.

Based on the g-factor maps of Figure 4.10, good agreement between calculated
and experimental behaviour is shown, which verifies the results of Section 3.5.1. The
dashed white line is intended to provide a general outline of where the cardiac region lies
from a depth and width perspective. It was placed in the sample L-R center only to reflect
where the coil centerline was located for experimental tests. Although this simulation has
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very similar g-factor profiles to those found experimentally, the average simulated gfactor is lower for R = 2, where the average experimental g-factor is lower for R = 3, R =
4 and R = 5. The absolute difference is not important because the two samples are not
perfectly matched, nor do they have equivalent image resolution. The important
measurement here involves qualitatively comparing the contours.
An extension to the above analysis involves applying the experimentally obtained
SNR gains to Figure 3.28, instead of the simulated ones. In this scenario, the line plots for
increased R would be more favorable towards the new cardiac array design. It would be
possible to apply R = 3 and acquire with ⅓ mm resolution while still having improved
SNR. To verify this extension, different samples should be imaged with to explore the
effects of experimentally imaging with the same sample as used during array
development.
To visually explore the effects of reducing PE direction sample size, consider
Figure 4.11. Within the dashed cardiac region, g-factor values do not exceed 1.5 at R = 5
when applying parallel imaging based on a 40 cm wide human torso, as shown in Figure
4.11b. This indicates that images with low noise and wrapping artifact should be
clinically attainable at this R, when considering the cardiac region of this central slice.
However, the 28 cm wide simulated phantom, shown in Figure 4.11a, depicts a far less
desirable g-factor map for the same acceleration (R = 5). This clarifies why the same
phantom dimensions must be used for any comparisons between different MRI designs.
From a data perspective, we will assume a fixed amount of signal and time
required per PE step, considered for a unit distance. From this perspective, a sample of
dimension 28 cm requires 30% less imaging time than one having a FOV of 40 cm. By
this analogy, the effective acceleration associated with Figure 4.11a relative to that of
Figure 4.11b, taken as a full FOV sequence, can be thought of as R = 6.5, which is
calculated from R = 5 ∗ (40 / 28) .
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Figure 4.11 - Comparison of effects of PE direction sample size changes on g-factor maps for
acceleration factor R = 5 between a) 28 cm L-R sample width, and b) 40 cm L-R sample width.

The experimental work presented in this chapter verifies that the SNR gains
predicted from computational analysis are accurate. Also, the parallel imaging
capabilities from experiment show good agreement with those from simulation. The 16channel anterior cardiac design presented here yields significant improvements in both
full FOV SNR and parallel imaging abilities relative to the previous 16-channel anterior
designs from industry.
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Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions
The Matlab based program written for MRI design evaluation using postprocessing XFDTD field outputs served as an essential tool for design analysis. The
program is capable of displaying SNR for single channels and array coils based on both
XFDTD simulation data and Siemens raw output data. The composite images can be
analyzed from a parallel imaging perspective and compared to other designs to establish
relative performance improvements. Using this software with simulated data, the sixchannel OEM chest array was analyzed to establish the required SNR improvements for
⅓ mm resolution in the anterior region of the right coronary artery.
The 16-channel cardiac array was divided into two different eight-channel
sections, named the inner core and the outer ring. The methodology of this design
approach was to concentrate smaller elements in the inner core, for SNR gains
specifically in the ROI relative to previous 16-channel designs having a uniform grid of
elements. Larger elements were designed in the outer ring region, for coverage as
required for parallel imaging performance, while maintaining a small number of
channels. While analyzing potential inner core section design options, it was found that
twisted loops should be used to optimize SNR behaviour at depths between 9 cm and 14
cm for a structure of dimensions 14 cm by 14 cm. It was found that g-factor maps when
using twisted arrays independently are much better as compared to an overlapped grid of
simple loop coils for the inner core. However, for this design, the g-factor benefits were
dampened when simulating the full 25-channel array. Because of the improved SNR
characteristics at the concerned depth region here, being 3.5 cm to 5 cm, the eightelement inner core section was finalized based on simple loop coils.
The eight-channel outer ring section was then designed, focusing on g-factor
maps within the defined cardiac region. The outer ring section was designed to have
overlap between all neighbouring elements. For interfacing the outer ring with the inner
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core, overlap was applied with exception to the elements lying above the central axial
slice position. Based on simulations, underlap was applied here to enhance L-R g-factor
maps. Upon finalizing the 16-channel anterior cardiac array, computational analysis
relative to the six-channel OEM cardiac array demonstrated that the required SNR is
achieved for ⅓ mm resolution. Based on simulations, it was concluded that acceptable
images at acceleration factors up to R = 5 are achievable.
Next, simulation comparisons were made to other 16-channel anterior cardiac
arrays that were designed using a more symmetrical geometry. Average SNR/g-factor
gains of 61.6%, 62%, 79.8%, and 129% were calculated, when applying R = 1 through R
= 4. The design benchmark for this case was a 16-channel anterior array designed by an
industry research group. These results show that the design developed here offers
significant improvements, verifying the proposed hypothesis of concentrating smaller
elements directly above the ROI. Increased average SNR/g-factor gains as R increases
indicates that this design has more desirable g-factor maps than previous designs.
Prototype construction was required to verify the calculated SNR and g-factor
gains. Inductively decoupling and connecting appropriate matching circuitry required an
iterative design process. Experimental images were obtained using the 16-channel
anterior cardiac array with a nine-channel OEM spine coil, interfaced to a 3T Siemens
Trio Tim system found at the NRC-IBD. A GRAPPA reconstruction at R = 4
demonstrated a crisp image as available using the design developed here, where the sixchannel OEM array provides a very noisy output image. Averaged SNR analysis showed
experimental gains over the six-channel OEM array of 460% for a 10 cm wide section of
a central axial slice for the depth between 3 cm and 5 cm. This verifies that ⅓ mm pixel
resolution is available, where only 200% SNR gain was required to satisfy this
requirement. As an average measure, 460% SNR gain implies that ⅓ mm pixel resolution
in addition to using R = 3 can be used to attain useful resulting images at this depth. The
experimental data implies that better resolution than what was predicted is available with
this cardiac array. Based on experimental data, sequences with isotropic resolution of ½
mm by ½ mm, while applying R = 2, should produce images with good SNR.
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The experimental sample width differed from the intended human torso size (28
cm vs 40 cm), resulting in significantly different g-factor maps between the experimental
data and the simulated data that used the human torso model. For this purpose,
experimental data was used to verify the contours and values of g-factor maps calculated
in the XFDTD environment when using the same sample size as that from experiment.
Based on this comparison, simulated results when using the human torso model were
accepted for satisfying parallel imaging abilities. Using R = 4, the maximum and average
g-factor throughout the cardiac region does not exceed 2 and 1.25 respectively. Using R =

3, maximum and average g-factors are below 1.5 and 1.15.

5.2 Limitations and Assumptions
Parallel imaging performance analysis is strongly dependant on object shape and
orientation, demonstrated by the fold lines shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 4.11.
Depending on the reduction factor and chosen FOV, these lines may or may not fall
within the desired ROI. For this reason, it is important for design comparisons to be
based on an equal sized object, FOV and reduction factor.
For the simulations of this research, perfect inductive decoupling was assumed
between all coil pairs. Also, required electrical components and sub-circuits were
simplified, resulting in less coil resistance and signal losses. Finally, the RF receiver
chain was ignored because resultant signal losses from this circuitry are equivalent for all
potential designs, thus all designs are affected equally.
The design presented here was limited to analysis at 123.2 MHz, associated with a
3T MRI system. For comparisons to previous 16-channel anterior cardiac designs, the
coil geometry was adapted to a 3T environment, where it was originally designed for a
1.5T system. This extension was required as currently no literature could be found for an
equivalent cardiac array developed for a 3T system.
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5.3 Future Work
5.3.1

Product Development

This cardiac array design has potential to be marketed as a product for clinical
use. Developed here was a first stage prototype, not ready for human testing as it has not
been properly safety tested. Prior to performing clinical tests on human patients, high
power testing requirements must be satisfied, in addition to successfully completing other
safety regulations. A clean and visually appealing casing would be required to ensure no
component damage occurred during use or storage.
A product based extension, or second stage prototype, should include a flexible
casing to ensure minimal coil separation over a variety of different body types and patient
geometries. A flexible housing also presents an extension to different imaging regions,
such as pelvic, spine or knee for example. For use in a clinical setting, this design should
be evaluated based on other parallel imaging techniques, such as GRAPPA and SMASH,
to establish clear usage guidelines for researchers and technicians. This will involve
outlining the best PE directions for different slice orientations, and which reduction
factors will produce useful output images for different FOV settings.
5.3.2

Design Improvements

Current clinical MRI systems have up to 32 channels available. This presents an
opportunity to extend the 16-channel design presented here to something of a larger scale.
This requires closer evaluation of exactly how many spine elements should be used for
adequate cardiac imaging, which would outline a maximum number of available anterior
elements. It is noted that when using the 3T Siemens Trio Tim system, various channel
combining options are available for the spine array. An example involves combining
signals from six spine elements into just two independent channels.
Also, SNR benefits should be explored resulting from increasing the number of
elements in the inner core section. Related to SNR behaviour at a given depth as a
function of coil size, expanding the dimensions of the inner core should be considered
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when increasing the number of elements. Another possibility involves using more
elements in the outer ring to improve the parallel imaging performance of the design.
System interfacing must be considered when exploring this option. These potential design
improvements should be evaluated in software to establish their viability and whether
they introduce cost effective benefits.
Finally, further investigation comparing g-factor maps between simulated and
experimentally obtained data is required. It should be determined whether quasi-static
based calculation methods provide sufficient accuracy for g-factor calculation at low field
systems, such as 1.5T. Maps of g-factors should be compared between quasi-static
simulations, XFDTD obtained data and experimental data at different frequencies.
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Appendix A – B1-Field Mapping
In an experimental environment, only the output SNR profile is provided through
different MRI scans. To separate the transmit field B1+ from the receive field B1− requires
clever analysis using multiple image sequences. This section describes the process where
the circularly polarized magnetic field maps can be individually extracted experimentally.
The B1 fields from surface coils, and to a lesser extent volume coils, in MRI are
nonuniform, creating problems that can be corrected for when the B1 field map is known.
The RF coil B1 field map reveals non-uniform signal intensities associated with an
inhomogeneous transmit field B1+ and non-uniform reception sensitivity B1− . Other nonuniform signal intensities, which can become more pronounced at higher field strengths,
can be attributed to [68]:
1) Imperfections in the RF pulse.
2) RF penetration effects associated with EM parameters of the object.
3) Wave behaviour when the object size to RF wavelength ratio exceeds 0.5.
4) Gradient eddy currents from object to gradient coil coupling.
To acquire a full B1 field map experimentally, the transmit RF B1+ field is
measured using a homogeneous phantom. Note that the B1+ field distribution differs
slightly between an in-vivo experiment (using a human subject) and a uniform phantom,
making the map sample dependant [3]. When using a volume coil, an SE imaging
sequence has been shown as more appropriate than a GE pulse sequence. However, the
GE sequence is better for acquiring a B1 map of a surface coil as stated in Section 2.2.1.
The general signal voltage equation for an SE pulse sequence with relaxation effects is
given as [68]
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VS , SE

M z0 sin α 1 (r )[1 − cos α 2 (r ) ⋅ e −TR / T1 − (1 − cos α 2 (r )) ⋅ e −TR / T1 ⋅ e −TE / 2T1 ] × e TE / T2 ⋅ B1−* (r )
=
1 − cos α 1 (r ) ⋅ cos α 2 (r ) ⋅ e −TR / T1
(A.1)

where position dependant flip angles α 1 (r ) and α 2 (r ) are determined by

α (r ) = γτB1+ (r )

(A.2)

Other required variables include time constants echo time TE, longitudinal
relaxation T1, transverse relaxation T2, repetition time TR, steady state bulk
magnetization M z0 , and receive sensitivity B1− .
There are too many unknowns in equations (A.1) and (A.2) to solve for B1+ (r ) or
B1− (r ) from an output image depicting only signal intensity. By choosing TR and TE such

that T2 ≥ 5TE and T1 ≤ 5TR for the tissues being imaged, equation (A.1) becomes
VS , SE (r ) = C SE (r ) ⋅ B1−* ⋅ sin α 1 (r ) ⋅ sin 2

α 2 (r )
2

(A.3)

with tissue constant C SE (r ) . Analysis becomes convenient upon taking a ratio with a
second image whose flip angles are twice those of the first ( α 2 (r ) = 2α 1 (r ) ), simplifying
the mathematics to yield a ratio of

λ SE =

VS 2, SE (r )
VS 1, SE (r )

=

sin 3 2α 1 (r )
1
=
3
sin α 1 (r ) [2 cos α 1 (r )]3

(A.4)

which can be used to solve for the transmit field by
| B1+ (r ) |=

1

γτ

⋅ cos −1 (λ SE / 8)1 / 3

(A.5)

Note that to guarantee a unique solution; all flip angles 2α 1 (r ) must be less than
90° to ensure sin 2α 1 (r ) remains a 1-to-1 mapping function. More strictly, the small tip
angle approximation for applying Fourier theory to the original Bloch Equation must be
valid, indicating all flip angles should be less than 10°.
By a similar approach, the signal intensity using a GE pulse sequence can be
simplified using tissue constant C GE (r ) to be
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VS ,GE (r ) = C GE (r ) ⋅ B1−* ⋅ sin α 1 (r )

(A.6)

which gives the ratio of two images from GE sequences with flip angles governed as
before

λGE =

VS 2,GE (r )
VS 1,GE (r )

=

sin 2α 1 (r )
1
=
sin α 1 (r ) 2 cos α 1 (r )

(A.7)

and solving for transmit field B1+ gives
| B1+ |=

1

γτ

⋅ cos −1 (λGE / 2)

(A.8)

After using either type of input pulse sequence and solving for the transmit field,
using equation (A.5) or (A.8), it is possible to determine the receive sensitivity field B1−*
by applying equation (A.3) or (A.6). If imaging a phantom object that possesses constant
properties, the values for C SE (r ), C GE (r ) are of no concern as they are not functions of
position, and thus can be ignored. Now, a complete magnitude B1 map of the RF coil can
be calculated and used for optimization or image correction purposes such as RF pulse
design. Note that no phase information is determined with this approach.
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